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Student Dies
of Sudden
Illness

Provost Counts First
Year as a Success
B y K e rry-Ann
Hamilton
The Hilltop
Almost 18 months followi ng President Patrick
Swygcrt's announcement
that
Provost A. Toy
Caldwell-Colbert was joi ning t he University family,
the provost described her
fi rst year at Howard
Universi ty as "exciting,
dynamic, and eye opening."
"We had a ve ry successful year effecting change in
key areas including the
total withdrawa l policy,
incomplete grades, and
registration where more
informat ion was available
to
students
on line,"
Caldwell-Colbert said.
In regards to accommoda ting the demands of
increased enrollment, the
provost said considerable
efforts were made to match
the enrollment needs by
adding
sections
for
required courses.
"We systemat ically and
methodically looked at the
demands for cou rses in
previous years so that we
could make more informed
decisions surrounding the
number of sections, especially for required courses,
to reduce the great need
for overr ides," CaldwellColbert said.
"This year, the incoming students were able to
take
the
mathematics
placement test online prior
to getting here so we knew
how many sections of the
different leve ls of math
would be needed.•
The provost spoke positive ly of the workshops
held for advisors and facul-

File PholO

A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert
joined Howard University
as the Provost in July of

2001.

KiShaw11da McRoyal

ty members surrounding
new po li cies. When as ked
specifically about the new
advisors in the School of
Communica tions,
she
encouraged students to be
patient.
"There is a big learning
curve," Ca ldwell-Colbert
said. "I am also learning
and I have learned a lot in
a year, so students should
be patient as new staffers
get acquainted to better
serve."
Caldwell-Colbert
is
pleased with the improvement made by the departments of Financial Aid and
Student Financial Services.
"Seventy -three percent of all financial aid was
packaged by August 16th,
which is an improvement
from
previous years,"
Caldwell-Colber
saaid.
"Students who now have
financial aid problems are
mostly due because of
missed deadli nes or failure

See PROVOST page A3

Gage Elementary School, the possible site of a new Howard University dorm, sits
abandoned. Some community members fear if a new dorm would lower neighborhood
real estate values.

Community Opposes Any
Plans for New Howard Dorm
some of the residents he rep- impact on the community.
resents are against Howard's
"The people who arc
expansion because of the making the signs [No more
"No
more
Howard alleged of noise, traffic and Howard dorms] have moved
Dorms" is the cry of some drug trafficking, the students to the community recently
members of the community bring to tl1e area.
from the suburbs and have
surrounding
Howard
Skinner said h is con- no regard for Howard
Uni,ersity. This comes in stituents have a long memory Universitv and what thev
light of the Univ.-rsitv'.s and in the past Howard has do," Ski~er said. calling it a
"direct consequence of genacquisition of the former not been a good neighbor.
Gage Elementary School on
"In the 198o's Howard trification."
2nd and Elm Streets , and acquired a lot of properties
According to the Director
other neighboring properties and left them abandoned and of the Howard University's
the University purchased last in disrepair. This led to the Communitv
Associ,1tion,
formation
of
crack
houses,"
Maybelle
Taylor
Bennett, the
spring.
According to Sinclair Skinner said.
University is committed to
Skinner, commissioner for
Skinner also said some
Ward
1 B's
Advisory of the people protesting arc
Neighborhoud Commission, not aware of the Universit) ·s See DORMS page A3
By Kerry-Ann Hamilton
The Hilltop

By Kerry-An n
Hamilton
The Hilltop

KiShawnda McRoyal, a
Chicago
native
an d
Howard student suddenly
died of cerebral malaria
this s ummer . McRoyal
would have been a g raduati ng senior this academic
year.
McRoyal entered the
University in fall 1999 as a
radio television and film
major. She belonged the
School
of
Communication's
Annen berg
Honors
Program and was also a
product ive member and
co-founder o1 NSAA Dance
Ensemble.
As a Resident Assistant
in
the
Tubman
Quadrangle, McRoyal provided moral support to students
like
Malika
Beckford.

See ILLNESS page A3

Georgia Avenue Day a Flop
By LcRon Lee
The Hilltop

Filt Photo

HUSA President Cornell Willliamson and Vice President
Nicole Merritt pose with their proposed staff in May.

HUSA Starts New Year
By Robin Davis
The Hilltop

Other plans include latenight shuttle services that will
employ Howard students, and
It's 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday Mentoring and Manners
night and your stomach is (M&M), a community service
growling, but both the program targeting teenage
Blackburn
and
Annex males.
Cafeterias are closed. You
HUSA is the highest level
start your journey to of student government at
McDonald's on Georgia Howard. They are the advoAvenue until you are stopped cates of the student body on
by the sound oflive music and both the local and national
the smell of food cooking in level. They provide policy for
the Punch-Out.
the student body as well as
Starting September 9th, educational programming.
this will be a reality. The
This year, HUSA is tackHoward University student ling more political issues such
body will be provided with as voter registration on camlate night dining services in pus, and according to
the Punch-Out from 7:30 · President
Cornell
R.
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Williamson, the main goal of
This new scn ~ce is cour- his administration has nothtesy of the Howard University ing to do with the undergradStudent Association, and it is uate student body.
only one of the organization's
plans for the 2002-2003 See HUSA page A3
school year.

Unlike last year. students
chose to stay behind closed
doors during the 18th Annual
Georgia Avenue Day. It started
off as a rainy day, but did they
stay inside because of the
weather or because they feared
for their safety?
Georgia Avenue Day had
the usual food stands, $5.00
CDs, clothing vendors, and the
legendary go-go concert. Other
than the parade that was cut
short because of the bad
weather, the only thing missing were the people.
On August 24, notices
were slipped under unit doors
in the Howard Plaza Towers
West. The note read, "Today is
Georgia Ave. Day. PLEASE BE
CAREFU L...All st udents a re
strongly advised to travel in
groups of two or more - DO
NOT GO ALONE. Be safe, HPT
Management.''
Last year's Georgia Avenue
Day celebration attracted hundreds of visitors, but the event
took an ugly turn when gunshots were fired, people were
injured, and some were arrested. This is the last image that
many students carry of the festival.
"Georgia Avenue Day 2001
was disastrous because of the
shooting incident and t he
arrest," said Niketris Wilson, a
finance student. "It's bad for
D.C. because it shows outsiders

Pho10 by QijJldra Andel'\on

This year's Georgia Aenue Day showed dramatic decline In atendance from last year. Gun
shots erupted at last year's event. Fear of a repeat may have kept some away.
that we can't get together in
peace."
There is still much debate
about whether last year's violence was the cause for this
year's low attendance. I n the
eyes of some Howard students,
it was a choice between fun and
safety.
"I didn't go to Georgia
Avenue Day because I wanted
to stay alive," Graduate studen t
Mesi Walton said.
Those who did attend
noticed an increase in security.
When asked about the safety
measures,
Advisor
Neighborhood Commissioner
Sinclair Skinner said: "I made
sure the Metropolitan Police

Department was present and
they collaborated with the
Campus Police."
He also said that the metropolitan police commander
was "very instrumental" in collaborating with Chief Reginald
Sm ith of the Campus Police.
Skinner does not feel the
events of last year had anything
to do with the turnout th is year.
"l think the low turnout was
due to the weather and the lack
of media publicity,'' he said.
Skinner explained that
Georgia Avenue Day was
meant to be a celebration of the
legacy of black people on
Georgia Avenue. He feels that it
is also a way for residents to see

their old neighbors and friends,
as people who used to live on
Georgia Avenue often come
back to take part in the festivities and celebrate life.
Although people were
scarce, Skinner feels that this
year's Georgia Avenue Day .
Success was defined by safety
not numbers, he said.
He wanted it to be a day
that people could gather to celebrate the history of Georgia
Avenue in a safe environment.
"Young people having a good
time is not a criminal act,"
Skinner said.

Voices & A Game is not a Game without the Band
Views
By Glenn Frizell
The Hilltop

Did Howard
University
adequately
prepare you for
your summer
internship?

Aimee Pringle
Junior
Legal Communications
"Yes and no. A lot of the
qualities I had that made me
stand out at my internship I
possessed before I came to
Howard. However. there is a
lot that I have learned at
Howard that helped me to
excel."'

Fonta Gilliam
Junior
Political Science/
F.oonomics
.. Financially, yes. As far
as my studies, a lot of the
skills that I needed I had to
learn "'hen I got there."

It's Showtime!

There is no other school
that offers the intensity of a
game played in temperatures
of over 100 degrees, sweating
linemen, and enough school
spirit to make Notre Dame
jealous.
The football games that
take place on Howard
University's campus at Greene
Stadium could be called infamous,
legendary
even.
Between the team and the
fans, the noise pollution that
takes place on any given
"Bison day" is unbelievable.
With over 10,000 students
on campus, the Bison school
spirit can make the average
football fan feel like a voice in
the wilderness. TI1at is unless
you are a member of the
Howard University Showtime
Marching Band.
TI1e band has been essential to the college football season for over 100 years, providing just the right amount of
crowd interaction to serve as
the bond between social
organizations and alumni that
makes HU football a truly
unforgettable experience.
Showtime maintains a
family atmosphere that comes
through in its music and halftime field show. In addition,
the band boasts a diverse
repertoire that led to performances at Washington Redskins
and New York Jets games.
Sure, the band looks fun,
but as any senior band member will tell you, it's not all glitter and glamour.
The man behind the
scenes, Director of University
Bands Mr. John E. Newson,
Sr., has led Showtime (previously known as the Soul
Steppers) since 1986 as an
assistant band director. He has
served in his current position
as director since 1993.

File Pho10

The Showtlme marching band provides halftime entertainment and acts as a crowd
motivator at Howard football games.

"The band is truly the which includes drill work, pol- for study," sousaphone player
motivator. If the crowd is ishing the music, and march- Chris Alberts said.
down or the game is not going ing through the tape and
While attendance at last
our way, it is our job to markers, began on Aug. 9 year's football games did not
enhance the spirit in the when some 100 members suffer, some Bison fans felt
stands," Newson said. "The returned to Howard to begin that both the team and the
charting drill for the field show work on their season.
band left something to be
"The
thing
about
is pretty standard format. I
desired.
have assistants to help me with Showtime is you have to be
"Yeah, the games were
the extras to our show."
dedicated. Traveling on week- hype. But the band could have
"Extras" include a firm ends, working on your field played some more recognizaregiment of practice. TilC rig- routine until nine or 10 into ble stuff throughout the seaorous schedule of practicing, the night leaves you little time son," said Dana Cannon, a

Students Adjust to
Living in The ''Urea''
By LaToya Pumphrey
The Hilltop

Brian \Voodard
Junior
Political Science
"Not really, because
[Howard] did not prepare
me because my internship
was focused more on my
graduate studies than my
undergrad."

Brooke Anderson
Senior
Finance
"To a certain extent
they help you get in the
door and they teach you
the
basics:
dressing,
behavior and mechanics.
But as far as other things
you will learn tlmt in the
real world."
Compikll b) \kbni~ :'\c,bitt

sophomore marketing major.
Although no one in the
band is willing to discuss specific tunes just yet, Thomas
Bowman Jr., Showtime's drum
major, promises that this
year's show will include many
surprises.
He admits that the Bison
fans are the first to say if the
half time show was bot or not.
The music education
major said that there are over
one hundred members in
Showtime this year. Over half
of its members are new, with
more than sixty incoming
freshman.
"We are working on Q_Ur
new field show as well as our
traveling repertoire. A lot of
Bison fans look forward to the
homecoming game, and of
course the Hampton, Howard
rivalry which will be coming
up here in a couple of weeks,"
said Bowman.
Students can expect to see
the Showtime style soon. It
will be a mixture of high stepping basic maneuvers, combined with a slick style of
showmanship which incorporates Newson's southern exposure (He holds a degree from
Southern University in Baton
Rouge.) and the immortal
Bison spirit.
Transfer student Raven
Davis looks forward to the
upcoming season and is prepared for the family atmosphere of the campus.
"Coming from Xavier, I'm
already a fan of the band and I
look forward to the upcoming
football season." the biology
major said.
Sophomore April Dukes
feels when the band is there it
makes people want to come to
the game and stay.
"Stick around
Bison
fans ... after
the
game,"
Bowman said. "That's when
the real show begins."

cause a newset of safety
concerns.
Junior Sharrica Miller
lives off-campus this year.
She explained some major
differences about safety
precautions on and off
campus.
Miller advises that students living off campus
become very
selective
about whom they let in
their homes because they
will not have Campus
Police or a large crowd of
students to help them if
something happens. She
also advises never to walk
around your neighborhood
alone.
Aside
from
safety
issues, Miller sa id the best
part about living off campus is freedom. "Whenever
I want company, I can
invite them over and I don't
have to check anyone in or
worry about visitation
hours," Miller said. "There
is a sense of pride when you
walk into your own place,
like this is mine, all mine.•
One of the biggest
adjustments for off-campus
students is the daily commute to school. For some
this can be very frustrating
and time consuming. For
junior Amanda Rosette,
however, the commute is a
matter of minutes.
She lives close to cam-

It's two weeks before
school starts, and you don't
have anywhere to live.
You've tried to find an
apartment on the Internet
and in the newspaper, but
the search has resulted in
nothing.
Because of the shortage
in on-campus housing,
Howard students have been
forced to find affordable
housing
in
the
Metropolitan area. For
many who are not from the
area, the search was just
short of a nightmare.
Lachelle Carter, a sophomore sociology major
from California, said that
she had to "go with her
instincts" during her apartment search, since she was
unfamiliar with the area.
"I have to worry about
getting everything connected, grocery shopping, doing
laundry in another building, and transporting back
and forth to school," Carter
said. "These were luxuries
that the dorms provided."
Students who live offcampus arc usually more
aware of their environment
because they have more
interaction with local resi dents than students living
in the dorms. This can

A2

pus and attributes it to
being "lucky,• but realizes
that the luxury of convenience requires a sacrifice in
other areas.
The apartment she
rented was not furnished
prior to her moving in and
she admits that she misses
being in the dorms where
the bed, desk, and dresser
were provided.
"I bad to s leep on the
floor until I was able to
purchase a bed," Rosette
said. "This was a dose of
reality that made me realize converting to off-campus living has to be a wellthought out process."
Some students have
found the adjustment to
apartment living smooth
and rewarding.
Junior
Willis Stamps explains that
living off campus provides
more space and cleanliness.
"Living in Drew, we had
to sha re a bathroom [with
the floor], now we have a
three bedroom with two
baths," said Stamps.
Stamps
sa id
that,
despite what most people
believe, there really isn't a
huge difference in priorities or way of life.

Contact The Hilltop.
Call (202)806-6866 o remail tT1ehilltop@hotmail.com
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Rohypnol ls also known as the "date rape d rug," and
" roofies."

Steering Clear of the
Date Rape Drug
By Makebra Anderson
The Hilltop
Healthy,
energetic
Samiah Williams was dancin g the night away in a
local nightclub to celebrate
her 21st birthday, when she
suddenly became dizzy,
blacked out, and woke up
in a hospital bed the following morning.
Williams had no idea
that one drink bought by a
nice guy in a club would
change her life forever.
"When I woke up in the
hospital, I had no idea
what happened to me the
night before," Williams
said. "The doctors told me I
had been drugged with a
'date rape drug' by a potential attacker the night
before."
The "date rape" drug is

the common name for
Rohypnol. According to the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse, Rohypnol has physiological effects similar to
Valium, but is approximately ten times more
potent. It is also used as an
illicit drug, often in combination with other drugs,
such as heroin, cocaine,
and alcohol.
Common names for
Robypnol include: rophies,
roofies,
R2,
roofenol,
roacbies, la rocha, rope,
rib,
circles,
Mexican
Valium,
roopies,
and
ropies.
"I couldn't believe
someone put a roofie in my
drink," a tearful Williams
said. "I had always been so
careful, but I guess the one

See ROOFIES page A11
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ate schools, but the graduate
schools as well," Williamson
said.
With the creation of new
committees, this year's staff is
the largest in Howard's history. One of the newly created
committees is the Graduate
Student Affairs Committee
headed
by
Roderick
Holloman, a third year law
student.
Another committee is the
Student
Involvement
Committee, which promises to
get students active in HUSA
activities.
"Every student on campus
is a member of HUSA," said
Paris Picket, co-chair of the
Studen t
Involvement
Committee. "We want people
to feel welcome and to know
what's going on around their
campus."
Photo by Chandra Andc:r.-on
This year holds new things
for
the
HUSA staff. New proHUSA President Cornell Williamson hopes to focus
grams
are
being planned, and
more of his attention on the graduate schools.
the old ones are being refined.
HUSA from page A1
the graduate schools. HUSA With the changes made to the
"I plan to fulfill our consti- has a responsibility to repre- staff, HUSA promises this
tutional duties by including sent not on ly the undergradu- year will be a good one.

HUSAStarts
NewYear

PROVOST from page A1
to provide additional documentation upon request.•
The provost credits the
expansion of the Banner
System for the additional
information now accessible
to students. Students can
now pay on li ne, find information on eligibility, and
other relevant information,
which e liminates the culture of students standing in
long lines.
Caldwell -Colbert will
continue her roundt able
discus sions this academic
year. One of the provost's
roundta ble discussions last
semester surrounded the
Howard University Health
Center. Since then, the
Health Center Task Force
set up by the provost has
found a new location for the
Studen t Health Center in

ILLNESS from page A1
" Kishawnda was li ke a
big sister to all the girls on
floor," Beckford said. "She
wanted
us
to
enjoy
Howard. She also encouraged me to study abroad in
Ghana."
Graduate Assistant for
the Annenberg Honors
Program,
Vin cent
Will iams,
attended
McRoyal's funeral as a
University representative
and a longtime friend.
"I
am
a lso from
Chicago and I have known
Kishawnda since her freshman year,• Williams said.
" I remember her as a very
e nergetic person who had a
lot of passion and was a
quick lea rn er. She always
wanted to get better and
better at her craft."
Williams said the last
time he saw McRoyal was
as the doors to the elevator
wer e clos ing . "We managed to say that we would
get together soon ... I am
saddened by her passing,"
Williams said.
McRoya l spent her junior
year
at
Legon
Universi ty in Ghana, West
Africa. Unlike some other
students
who
study
a broad, she decided to stay
for two semesters as
opposed to o ne.
The outgoing and avid
learner moved off-campus
after her first semester to
live with a Ghanaian fami ly so that she could enjoy
the full African experience.
Whil e
in
Gh an a
McRoya l communicated
freq uently with her academic advisor in the
Schoolof Communications,

August 30, 2002

the former Medical Arts
Building on Georgia Avenue
and W. Street.
Students also told the
provost about the long
hours spen t to see a physician. To resolve that problem, she has put a new system in place where each
student will have an
assigned physician.
Al though
Provost
Caldwell-Colber t deems her
first year a success, she
says she still has a lot more
to accomplish.
According to a March 8,
2002
Hilltop
Art icle,
"Provost Taking Aim at
Interim/Acting
Administrative Positions,•
Ca ldwell-Colbert was said
to be engaged in a lengthy
search for a vice-provost of
student affairs, which she
expects to conclude at the
end of the semester.
Trevor Leiba.
"Kisha wnda was a good
student who was determined to study in Afr ica ...
She was really into the cu lture and approached me
about doing an independent study about African
drumming and commun ication,• Leiba said. "We
had a lot of discourse surrounc;ling her interests."
The
subject
of
McRoyal's last email to
Leiba in late May was "I'm
home.•
"We later spoke on the
phone;
she
sounded
healthy and excited. About
2- 3 minutes before Or.
Cummi ngs [Former Chair
of Communication and
Cultu re] came and told me
about Kishawnda's passing, I was going to ca ll
Kishawnda to discuss her
experience and other academic matters,• Leiba
said. "The news of her
death was mind blowing."
McRoyal, 21, died of
malaria in a Chicago hospita l on June 9, 2002.
McRoya l attended one
of Ch icago's most prestigious
high
schools,
Whitney Young, where sh e
met Detris Brown, a senior
COBIS major who also
a !tends
Howard
University.
"Her death surprised
me a lot. It helped me to
realize that death is possible for people our age,
something we often take
for gra nted," Brown sa id.
McRoyal is su rvived by
her parents Marietta and
Michae l Payton; brother
Michael McRoyal; and sister Sharon McRoya l.

• The new vice provost
will be in charge of making
sure that all acting and
interim positions are filled,
making sure that all offices
un derneath his authority
are functioning to the best
efficiency, and dealing with
problems that students face
everyday such as housing,
meal plan issues, and other
student affairs," CaldwellColbert said in the March
8th edition.
To date, the provost and
the vice provost have not
been very successful in filling all acting and interim
positions.
"We h ave added more
interim pos1t1ons than
decreased them .· These
interim positions have been
added for different reasons
due to retirement and res ignation. But the search is
ongoing for a vice provost

DORMS from page A1
the community.
"I understand that Mr.
Skinner may be speaking on
behalf the community he represents, however, he attends
the meetings where we communicate to the community
our plans and engage them in
our
decision
making,"
Bennett said.
"There is some va lidity to
Mr. Skinner's residents' argument about noise," Bennett
said. "We let our students
know that they reside as a
part of a living community."
"As far as illicit activities,
what is illegal on campus is
illegal off campus; the rules
are enforced," she said.
The protest by Skinner's
constituents comes as a surprise to Bennett, whose office
was moved to George Avenue
for greater access to the surrounding community, said
poor relations between the
University and its community
have been
increasingly
addressed since 1999.
for
student
affai rs,•
Caldwell-Colbe rt said.
Caldwell- Colbert reassures that filling interim
positions is among her top
priorities, but did not set a
concrete
deadline
to
accomplish the task.
"Permanent positions
are more favorable; administrators are able to comfortab ly make long term
positions. There is not the
same level of stability with
an interim," CaldwellColbert said.
The provost dispelled
all myths and rumors that
she would leave Howard
Uni,·ersity and return to
her alma mater, Spelman
College.
"Rumors had it that l
was leaving for other
places. The connection may
have brcn made as Spelm an
sought a new president. I

Despite
Bennett's
defense of the Un iversity's
productive relationship with
the community, Skinner is
adamant that the community
he represents only wants
Howard's respect.
"They want Howard to
involve them in the decision
making that directly affects
the community in wh ich they
live," he said.
Interim
Dean
for
Residence Life, Franklin
Chambers, dismisses some of
Skinner's claims as propaganda and based on hearsay.
Chambers defends
the
University's need for expansion.
"I was not here in the
1980s; neither was Mr
Skinner. However, we currently have a housing crunch
and the detirnnd has
increased considerably for
on-campus housing not only
a t Howard University, but
universities across the country," Chambers said.
See PROTEST page A11

Fu11ked Up
Friday: What U
Doin' Tonight?
I. After Four Tex Mex Happy
I lour with Li,·e Funk & Jaa

Fusion
-Ip m.-8r,.m.

The Bohemian

l 1H:ms

2. Anthems: Culture Cla;h in
the District

l'o,t Sep!. 11 D.C. as ,ccn by the
urron s:uirist Richard Mon1oya
8p.m.
Arena Stage,
Kr,..,ger Thcaler
3. Bliss-Frida) s :1t ).1CCXXII
Siart 1he weekend by gelling your

groove on.
IOp.m.-Ja.m.

MCCXXII

-1. C'iN Crossfire Lh·c at
Gcorite Washin~ton llniver;il)

George
Washing1on School of Media and

7p.m

Public A/lairs
5. Freedom Fridays at Bar Nun

Club2000
6p.m.-10p.m.

Bar :--un Club

1000

was never a part of that
search. I am very very
happy here,· CaldwellColbert said.
"I would like to be here
to see some more key
changes
realized,"
Caldwell-Colbert
said.
'·That is one of the reasons
you take this type of position, to see growth in academic excellence as well
shared goals and visions
actualized that benefit the
students we are trying to
educate and prepare."
The provost has high
hopes for the new academic
year and urges students to
come out to the roundtable
discussions and her open
office hours every third
Thursday.

Mu,eum & Sculp1ure Garden

Contact The Hilltop at
Th eh ii ltop@hotma i I.com
or call (202)806-6866.

I 0. D.,I. Dance !'liight I\ ith
D.J. Dribble 9:30p.m. Black
Cat

6. Lhc African Mu,ic
9p.m.
Bukom Cafe
7. Mose Allhon Trio: Jna Man,
Blues '.\-1an, '.\1usic Mon
8p.m.-10p.•n.

Blues \lley

8. Precious \lcmories:

Collectors Passion
Wa,h1111,>1on·s Africru>-American
borrowccl hisiory
J0.1.m.-5p.m.
Anaco,tia
\luscum & Center for ,\frican
American History & Cutlure

9. Open Cit): StreN
l'holoJ,:raph, Since 1950

Urb.tn photography spanning 1hc
decades
I0.1.m.-5p.m.

H,rshhom

Check out
The Hilltop Online
www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
www. thehilltoponline. com
www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
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As the Primaries Near on September 10, The District Looks at Possible Candidates for the City
School of Theology (Bachelor
and Master of Sacred Theology)
Work Experience: Pastor of
United Methodist Church in
Poolesville Maryland

Age: 51
DC Residency: 8 years
Education: Yale University
(Undergraduate) Harvard
University (Graduate)
Work Experience: Mayor of
Washington, DC.

Name: Willie F. Wilson
Party Affiliation: Democrat
Age: 58
DC Residency: 36 years
Education: Ohio University

Nan1e: Faith Dane
Party Affiliation: Democrat
Age: 78
DC Residency: 24 years
Education: N/A
Work Experience: Advisory

'

Anthony A. Williams
The lncumbant

Name: Rev. Douglas Moore
Party Affiliation: Democrat
Age: 74
DC Residency: Over 30 years

Name: Anthony A. Williams
Party Affiliation: Democrat

ewseum
On sixth and Pennsylvania
Avenue commuters can be
seen stopping in their strides
to see the Newseum's "Today's
Front Pages" display.
While waiting for the reopening

of

the

Newseum

scheduled for 2006, visitors
are able to get a preview of
what the Newseum has in
store.
The display is in front of
the construction sight where
the new Newseum will be
located and will remain until
the Newseum opens. The
exhibit showcases the front
pages of 68 different newspapers from the U. S, and
abroad.
By 8:30 Am each morning,
onlookers have access to frontpage news from around the
world.
Mary Ann Kasper, a frequent visitor at the old
Newseum in Arlington, was
excited when she heard about
the display.
"I got an e-mail at work
letting me know the Newseum
was having an exhibit, so I'd
thought I'd come too see it,"
Kasper said, "I miss the
Newseum very much and I will
be excited when it reopens".
To keep people interested
in the Newseum, management

Rev. Douglas Moore
Democrat

Education: North Carolina

Name: James W. Clark

Fetters.
In addition to the support
of onlookers, the Newseum
also has the support of the
District.
Recently mayor, Anthony
A. Williams showed his support to the Newseum by

Newseum.

approving a bond issue for up
daily

front

pages

■

ur1n

row

wanted to develop an attention-grabbing exhibit that
would be both pleasing to the
eye and informative. They
chose the "Today's Front
Pages" display because of its
popularity for the past five
years
at the Arlington
"The

File Photo

Willie Wilson, Democratic
Candidate

Party Affiliation: N/A
Age: 62
DC Residency: N / A

enovation

300 million to help finance the

exhibit is part of our mission to

construction.

try to create better educated
news consumers, allowing
them to see how news stories
are presented by different
papers," said Joe Urschel (cq),
N ewseum executive director
and senior vice president.
Mike Fetters, Director of
Communications for the
Newseum feels the display
allows the Newseum to continue to have an impact in the
community.
"During the transition
period, before the new
Newseum opens in 2006, we
wanted to continue to offer
programs including exhibits,
lectures, and publications to
our audience and news audiences".
From the reactions of
onlookers, the display is
attracting new audiences.
"People have been stopping by
and reading the front pages
and their comments have been
very positive, both about the
front page exhibit and the
Newseum future move," said

The Newseum, along with
its partner the Freedom Forum
will be able to pay back the
bond issue over a 35-year period.
In an attempt to keep the
District .excited about the
reopening, the Newseum is
also planning many exciting
programs for the month of
September. "America Under
Attack: September 11, 2001" is
a display of over 30 national
and international newspapers
front pages, from Sep 12,
2001. This will open Sept. 9th
at the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial Library.
"Family Saturdays" a program that celebrates the 30th
anniversary of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Memorial
Library will provide games and
activities for the entire family
at each of the library's 26
branches.
"We are especially excited
about the partnership with the
DC public •library system
because it will give us the

Courtesy of Newseum.org

Onlookers enjoy the Newseum display--the only one of it's kind in the Washington, DC
area. The Newseum is set to reopen in 2006.

chance to take a little piece of
the Newseum to every part of
the city," said Fetters.
The first family day

Metro Briefs
faced with penalties, if
they are not responsible of the change.
Disciplinary action
has yet to be taken,
but may occur in the
future, if more is
found with the additional investigations.
Health- Columbia
Hospital for Women
may now be turned
into a luxury condo• •
m1n1um
apartment
next month after
developing company
Trammell
Crow
agreed to purchase
the space. Columbia
Hospital located in
North West D.C. has a
136-year history in the
district but was shut
down in May when it

will be held on Sept. 21 at the
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial Library.
For more information

has not been decided investigated for the
where the PETA's offensive e-mails.
version of the party
According to The
animals will be dis- Washington Post as
had no funds to buy
played in respect to many as five officers
supplies and pay its
the other pieces of the could be prosecuted
employees. The hospicollection according on civil rights charges.
tal's license will expire
to commission offion Saturday and has
cials. The D.C. Arts
Events- The 14th
yet to have someone
Commission lost its annual D.C. Blues
apply for permission
fight in court to stop Festival will be held
to continue to remain
the group from dis- this Saturday, August
open. Trammell Crow
playing their sculp- 31 from 1-9 p.m. at
Co., plans on closing
ture. PETA wanted to Carter
Barron
the deal by September
display their animal to amphitheater.
The
18th according to
show the cruelty to event is free and will
company officials.
circus
elephants be a tribute to John
according to PETA Jackson, a local blues
Courts- Animal
spokesperson.
artist who died last
rights activist group,
year. Luther Vandross
People for Ethical
Police- Twenty- will be playing at the
Treatment of Animals
four district officers MCI
Center
on
(PETA), now has perare under suspension Sunday, September 1
mission to display
after allegedly sending along with Angie
their shackled, crying
racialy offensive e- Stone and Gerald
elephant sculpture as
mails while working. Levert. Tickets are
a part of the D.C. Arts
As many as 450 offi- $75 dollars apiece.
Commission's "Party
cers, are also being
Animal" project. It

The Hilltop
f

Name: Osie L. Thorpe
Party Affiliation: N/A
Age: N/A
DC Residency: N / A
Education: N / A
Work Experience: N/A

College (BA), Boston University

ttracts

Transit- Upgrades being installed in
to Metrorail security more locations across
system are being the city. Metro buses
installed according to are
also
getting
Metro officials. Most upgrades with trackof the improvements ing systems placed in
were already planned buses in case of
for the Metro system hijacking
but the September
11th attacks pushed
Education- Grade
the advancements to tampering at Wilson
the forefront accord- High School has been
ing to Metro Police confirmed according
Chief, Polly Hanson. to district school offiTrashcans that were cials. Now the investiremoved from the sta- gation has expanded
tions after September into other the city's 16
11th
are
being other high schools to
replaced with explo- find out if the tampersion proof cans. Metro ing is wide spread. It
also has a bomb squad was found that grades
to ensure a quicker were
improperly
response for any sus- raised by forgery and
picious packages left that credits were
at stations. Chemical wrongly awarded to
sensors that were students. The stualready in high-popu- dents who were given
lated stations are also credits will not be
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File Photo

Neighborhood Commissioner
1Co5

File Photo

By Tiffany Dupree
The Hilltop

(Undergraduate) Howard
University (Graduate)

about the Newseum and their
programs visit www.newseum.org.

This Day in
Washington, DC

August 30
Significant historical events that
affected African American history, in the
Washington, DC area.
1957- US Senator Strom Thurmond
spoke for 24 hours and 27 minutes
against the civil rights act. His effort to
stop the passage of the bill using filibusters became the longest in Senate history.
1967- The US Senate confirmed
Thurgood Marshall as the 1st black justice to serve in the US Supreme Court.
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Historical Buildings Around U St. Get Second Glance
By Candice McCullough
The Hilltop

Washington, D.C is a
city with a lot of history,
particularly for African
Americans.
Howard University is in
a location surrounded by
historical
significance,
world known sites, and
pleasurab le attractions. The
Shaw area (the area specifi cally surrounding Howard
University) is a community
full of significance for
African-Americans. It is
where Duke Ellington grew
up to become renounced as
one of the greatest jazz
musicians this world has
ever known.
Before
New
York's
Harlem, the Shaw neighborhood was already established as a black Mecca for
America. Its large black
population makes it an area
ful l of Afro-centric culture
and has brought about
' major African-American
influence throughout the
nation.
Biology
Pre-Medical
major Rica Ollison agrees,
"Although Howard is not in
the richest neighborhood,
there's still a lot of culture
here.• Its dense black pop-

ulation makes the district
informally
known
as
"Chocolate City."
Howard ha s played a
huge role in the development of its s urrounding
neighborhood. Its theatre
housed some of the greatest
talent ever witn~ssed. The
theatre served as a cultural
center and springboard for
talented individuals like,
Ella Fitzgerald. The 1930s
through the 1950s were the
theatre's most successful
years. Great stars such as
Count
Basie,
Louis
Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald,
Lena Horne, Billie Holiday,
Cab Calloway, Ethel Waters,
Nat King Cole, "Mo m s"
Mahley, and Duke Ellington
frequented the theatre.
Though the Howard theatre
once served as a central bub
for black entertainment, it
is currently out of use. It is
remembered, however, as a
hall that once propelled a
musical movement called
the Black Renaissance.
Students such as political
science
major,
Ruth
Tisdale, enjoy seeing the
vast array of historical
buildings that remind us all
of the past.
After the Civil War,
increased numbers of freed-

many students feel that in
past years the Shaw area
has become a lcss-thannicc neighborhood. They
question what influence
,-=--Howard has had upon
their surroundings. "l
don't see what Howard's
doing for the community.
Maybe I just haven't been
here long enough. but I
plan on being more
involved" freshman business major Brandi Sims
said. It looks as if the
Shaw area needs more students like Sims who care
and wish that the community could return to its
better days.
While the area has a
lot to offer, it is tragic that
the things that made it so
prominent arc no longer
appreciated. Many buildings,
including
the
Howard Theatre, were
closed du ring the Great
Pho10 by Karl Valcin
Depression of 1929. Some
were
reopened, but many
Lincoln Theater, located on the U Street Coorldoor, Is one of Washington's historical landwere
not.
The university,
marks.
though, has brought some
men moved into the D.C. the Shaw area's black busi- establishments including: life to the community. Its
area causing an up rise in ness movement.
The U nightclubs, jazz perform- campus is still the pride of
the level of tolerance street neighborhood was ance venues, restaurants, the Shaw area and, hopefully, will continue to be for
amongst races. This, in the epicenter for the move- and supper clubs.
turn, promoted segregation ment, where black busiIn spite of what the area time to come.
of bµsinesses. Thus began nessmen started their own used to look and feel like,

Paying for college just got easier,
with a job at UPS.

The Temple ofNyame
invites you to join us for

led by

Expenses can really add up, but UPS has a great solution:
money for my education, including tuition, books,
fees and software programs.

Nana Kwabena Oboagye Brown
Chief Priest

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

Sunday Worship Services

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$8.50-$9.50/hour ($0.50 increase afler 90 days of employmen0

Sundays
9 a.m. - I I am.
800 3rd Street N.E.

Paid Vacations • Weekends & Holidays Off
Weekly Payclleck • Consistent Work Schedules

(3'" Street bctwcc• H & I Sis N.E.)*

The UPS

Washington, DC

fARN&
LEARN

Program

Through our collective spiritual energies, we can be renewed by each othe(s spirils and
be better able to cope with today's challenges.

Get as much as $23,ooo•
in College Education Assistance!
AVAILABLE SHIFTS:

Please join us and bring a friend to share your energies and vibrations.

Preload Shilt: slarts al 3:30am (Mon·Fri)

The Temple of Nyame's mission is the facilitation of HEALING: P8™)1\al, emotional, mental, spintual.

famihal, community, societal, and global. We promoee healing through providing the Jollawing services:
Splrltual Readings, Mamage Ceremonies, Namu,g Cetemonies, Med1taUons, Funeral SeMces, Spnng
Rites Fes11va1s, Odwlra Festivals, Ancestral Akoms. 40-day Adaes, C<Jltural Loc11Jre Senes, iwl
Language Classes, Young Women's Transition Riles Program, and Men and Women Societies.

Day Shilt: slarts at 11 :30am (Mon·Frij
Twilight Shilt: slarts al 5:30pm (Mon-Fri)
Night Shilt: slarts at 10:30pm (Mon-Thurs); 9:30pm (Sun)

(All shifts are approximately 3-1 /2 to 5 hours daiy)
~ pe,l(cn.,..,... #Id not n lhe pe,ltlng ~ n.. ~ .. Mldon , -

......... . _ ... (202) 67$-31000< (301) 736-7874

n

aoo,"' o,e 1'1H o, u. Sctloof

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON DURING
THE SHIFT YOU WANT TO WORK:

.

Preload: Call for an appointment
Day:Tues 10:30am•12:30pm, Wed 11am•1pm
Twilight: Tues & Thurs 5pm•7pm

Jfutory oj'Tfze 'lempfe of'Nyame

Night: Mon-Wed 10pm•12am
The Temple of Nyame evolved in 1978 from the African Cultural & Religious Society.
The African Cultural and Religious Society (A.C.R.S.) was founded and registered in the
District of Columbia in 1973. The A.C.R.S. is one of the pioneer organit.ations in the
promotion and practice of Traditional African Culture in the Washington, DC area. 11
evolved from a study group organized by Nana Kwabena in 1969. The group was the
beginning of the Akan movement in Washington, DC.
In 1969, the A.C.R.S. sponsored the first official visit 10 Washington, DC of Nana Yao
Opare Dinizulu, Omahene of the Alcans in Nonh America. In 1973, A.C.R.S. sponsored
the second official visit of Okomfohemma Nana Oparabeah 10 the United States. At this
time, she established the Asu~yebi Shrine of Washington, DC (including Tegare, Nana
Esi, The Mmoatia, Adade Kofi, et al). This was the second official Shrine for AsuoGyebi in America. In 1993, the Temple ofNyame became affiliated with the Asuo
Bonteng, Bookyerwa, and Tegare Shrines ofTechiman and Aboabo, Brong Ahafo,
Ghana, West Africa.

UPS BURTONSVILLE FACILITY
14841 Sweitzer l ane • laurel, MD

CALL TODAY! 301·497·1064
I

I* I

~

In 1976, in addition 10 the weekly akoms (Sunday worship services in tribute 10 the gods
of Africa), regular meetings were held on Saturdays that included more in depth
discussions of the concepts of God in Africa.

www.upsjobs.com
4

There are three pillars upon which the foundation of the Temple restS and from which
lessons are taught. These include: Spiritual Initiation and Unfolding, Rites of Passage
(Binh. Pubeny, Marriage, and Death), and Liberation Theology (the applicauon of
religion 10 contemporary social problems and issues).
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West Nile Questions
and Answers
Q
A
Q
A
Where did 1he West Nile
• virus come from?

early fall. In the southern
climates where temperatures
are milder, West Nile virus
can be transmitted year
round.

West Nile virus has
• been commonly
found in humans, birds and
other vertebrates in Africa,
Eastern Europe, West Asia,
and the Middle East.
However, until 1999 it had
not previously been found in
the Western Hemisphere.
It is not known from where
the U.S. virus originated,
but it is most closely related
genetically to strains found
in the Middle East and was
first documented in New
York in 1999.

Q
A

Africa, Europe, the Middle East, West and Cent.ral Asia1

Oceania and North America have reported the WN virus.
.~

What is the basic
• transmission cycle?

Mosquitoes become
• infected when they
feed on infected birds,
which may circulate the
virus in their blood for a few
days.
Infected mosquitoes
can then transmit West Nile
virus to humans and animals
while biting to take blood.
During blood feeding, the
virus may be injected into
the animal or human, where
it may multiply, possibly
causing illness.

What is West Nile
• encephalitis?

Encephalitis means an
• inflammation of the
brain and can be caused by
viruses and bacteria, including viruses transmitted by
mosquitoes commonly
found in Africa, West Asia
and the Middle East.

If I live in an area
• where birds or mosquitoes with West Nile virus
have been reported and a
mosquito bites me, will I get
sick?

Q

No. Even in areas
• where the virus is circulating, very few mosquitoes are infected with the
virus. Even if the mosquito
is infected, less than 1 percent of people bitten and
infected will get severely ill.

How many cases of
• West Nile encephalitis
in humans have occurred in
the United States in the last
two years?

A

Q

In 1999, 62 cases of
• severe disease,
including 7 deaths, occurred
in the New York area. In
2000, 21 cases were reported, including 2 deaths in the
New York City area. In
2001, there were 66 human
cases of severe disease and
9 deaths. No reliable estimates are available for the
number of cases of West
Nile encephalitis that occur
worldwide.

A

Q
A

West Nile virus still spreading

Information Source: The
U.S. Centers for Disease
Control
West Nile Virus Bytes

Is West Nile a seasonal
• disease?

In the temperate zone
• of the world, (i.e.
between latitudes 23.5
degrees and 66.5 degrees
north and south) West Nile
encephalitis cases occur primarily in the late summer or

Courtesy ofCNN.com

Mosquitoes such as this
one are responsible for
spreading the West Nile
Virus in many states across
the nation.

■
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File Photo

The above map shows where West Nile was first found in 1937, in Eastern Africa and arrived in the United States in New
York, in 1999.

West Nile Virus Moves West in U.S .
The wave o deaths continues westward
bite
was in Illinois
and the
296 mosquito
reported human being fatal is a
and was the
By Lloyd
have scary thought,"
first outside of
cases
Freeman
occurred in the M i e s h a
the southern
The Hilltop
South. Louisiana Darrough, a law
United States
alone accounts student
from
this year.
Two more
l'Jfttd
Illinois
La.
for 147 illnesses Leesville,
West
Nile
now has nine
and eight fatali- said. "Especially
virus deaths
confirmed
with so many
were reported
ties.
human cases of
Although deaths occurring
in the past
West
Nile
most people bit- in
my home
two
weeks,
•
Louisiana
virus.
ten by a West state."
pushing the
Texas
Rebecca
Nile-carrying
There were
national
mosquito will also two suspected West Nile Crouch, a math major from
death
toll
not
become virus deaths in Georgia that Chicago, is concerned, but not
from the mosafraid.
quito-borne illness to 11. And noticeably ill, some will have yet to be confirmed.
"I'm concerned that it's
Lyle Petersen, a U.S.
the virus is continuing to develop flu-like symptoms or
encephalitis, a disabling Centers for Disease Control spreading, but the way I underspread.
The virus has also now brain infection that can expert on the virus, told the stand it is that the chances of
Associated Press that actually dying are rare,"
been found in 41 states, become fatal.
the infection rate will Crouch said.
One of the latincluding
Washington.
Most people bitten by an
fatalities
probably always be
Recently, the virus was diag- est
•
worse in the South infected bug never get sick. The
nosed in a Richmond, Va. occurred
Ill
Louisiana, which
because
warm virus is most dangerous to the
man.
weather means more elderly, the young and those
At least 33 people have many are calling
with weak immune systems.
died since the virus appeared the epicenter of
mosquitoes .
in the United States in 1999. the West Nile
Yet, the South is But there is hope for all infectThere is no cure for humans virus · outbreak
not the only section ed and ill from the virus.
infected with the disease. because of the
The Food and Drug
of the nation that is
Horses, birds and other ani- number of deaths
Administration approved the
vulnerable.
mals are also known to con- in the state where
Montana health first national trial of a drug,
tract the illness once bitten 62 new cases were
officials confirmed Interferon, last week.
by virus-carrying mosquitoes found.
finding West Nile in
Doctors hope the drug can
Illinois
but can't spread the virus to
"I didn't
a
horse
last lessen the symptoms and durathink it was a big
humans.
Thursday.
tion of the illness in infected
•
Most of this year's deaths deal, but I guess the idea of a
The second recent death patients.

■
■

News You Can Use from Across the Globe
AUSTIN,
Texas
Since
1987,
Robert
McGlasson has represented
death row inmate, Calvin
Burdine in his 15-year battle to get a new trial after
Burdine's first lawyer, Joe
Cannon, slept through parts
of his initial 1984 trial.
An appeals court ruled
that Burdine should be
retried with a new lawyer in
August 2001. The U.S.
Supreme Court upheld that
order this past June.
The case is currently
being appealed by the state.
CHESAPEAKE, Vuyinia -

Thirteen members of a family are suing the operator of
a Pizza Hut for $2 million,
alleging they were refused

A6

service because they are chair access.
Edward Law is suing the
black.
Colonial Foods LLC Wildside
Adult
Sports
claims that employees tried Cabaret after visiting the
to explain to the family that West Palm Beach club earlithey could not be served, er in the year.
because the restaurant had
According to the suit,
run out of cheese and could the lap dance room is only
not make any more pizzas.
accessible by stairs.
The lawsuit contends
Law also sued another
the family members saw West Palm Beach strip club,
only white patrons in the The Landing Strip. He has
restaurant on the night in charged both clubs with vioquestion and were refused lating ADA standards for
•
bathrooms and parking
service.
spaces.
WEST PALM BEACH,
HONG
KONG
Florida - A quadriplegic
has sued a strip club, charg- Hoping to bring in more
ing that it is violating the business, a local pet shop is
Americans with Disabilities renting out dogs by the
Act, because the lap dance week.
The
shop's
owner,
room does not have wheel-

Danny Tam, thinks that this
An undercover officer lish themselves after leavstrategy could also cut down discovered the child when ing office.
on the growing number of he tried to lure the dealer
Kenneth Kaunda, who
dogs being abandoned in into selling him an eighth of led Zambia to independence
the territory because their an ounce of cocaine in a in 1964 and then ruled the
owners have grown tired of well-known drug-trafficking southern African state for
them.
area in downtown Calgary 27 years, will be the first to
Tam claims a five-fold last week.
take part in the program.
business increase since putThe boy is too young to
Over the coming year,
ting the new marketing be charged under Canadian the school will furnish
strategy into action earlier law, so police turned him Kaunda with a house in
this summer and has had over to Family Services.
Boston,
round-the-clock
fewer than 10 percent of his
security and a stipend of an
dogs returned.
BOSTON
- Boston undisclosed amount.
University
announced
In exchange, Kaunda
CALGARY, Alberta - Tuesday that it has created will give lectures and take
An 8-year-old Canadian boy a residency program for part in policy discussions
has been placed in foster African leaders.
both on campus and around
care after he was caught
Through the Lloyd G. the country. His papers will
helping a drug dealer by Balfour African Presidents also be compiled by the uniholding crack cocaine for in Residence program, the versity's archives departsale earlier this week, private university hopes to ment.
-By Amber Mobley
according to reports.
help African leaders estab-
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Recent Media Attention to Kidnappings Shine
Light on Unsolved Kansas City Murder Case
By Amber Mobley
The Hilltop

Her decapitated little
body was found • nude - in
an abandoned house deep in
the woods of a crime-ridden
Kansas
City,
Missouri
neighborhood.
Her head was found
yards away, wrapped in a
black trash bag, inside the
hollow of an old tire.
Those who still hold
prayer vigils on Saturdays
for the little black girl, call
her Precious Doe.
More than a year has
gone by and police are no
closer to finding her killer
or her identity - her life as
great a mystery as her
death.
"This is a sad situation,"
said James Nunn of the
Community Movement for
Urban Progress, activist

group.
"Undoubtedly,
someone out there knows
something about this child. ".
Recently, the national
spotlight has fallen on what
seems to be an epidemic of
child abductions and murders.
Samantha
Runnion,
Elizabeth
Smart
and
Danielle van Dam; all
abducted wit h no happy
endings.
However, FBI officials
urge citizens that although
they should be watchful over
their children, kidnappings
are actually decreasing
despite the national attention.
"It's still a terrible problem," said Ernest Allen,
president of the National
Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, in an
interview
with
the
Associated Press.

Fabricated
Reeords Lead to
Fatality in Fla.
By Lloyd Freeman
The Hilltop

The beating death of a
2-year-old boy in Florida
has led to calls for the
department chiefs resignation .
State Rep. Frederica
Wilson has asked Gov. Jeb
Bush to seat a grand jury to
investigate the Department
of Children & Families in
its handling of the case of
Alfredo Montes, who police
say was killed by a babysitter July 1 for soiling his
pants.
Late
last
month,
Florida
child
welfare
department investigator
Erica Jones was charged
with falsifying records in
Alfredo's case. Jones, her
supervisor and a previous
supervisor who worked on
the case were all fired.
After the boy's disappearance, Jones doctored
records to make it look like
she visited Alfredo and his
4-year-old sister, Rheyna,
at their home on July 1 and
found that they were
healthy and clean, authorities said.
Authorities believe that
was the day the boy was
killed.
Jones was assigned to
visit the boy's house to
check out allegations his
mother was neglecting him
and his sister.
According to department documents released
last week, five calls were
made to the agency's abuse
hot line about Alfredo and
Rheyna in the months
before Alfredo's death.
Alfredo's body, according to reports, was wrapped
in
a
Disney's
"101
Dalmations"
bedspread
when found along the side
of a highway. A 23-year-old
man was charged with murder and child abuse in
Alfredo's death.
The man's 22-year-old
girlfriend was charged as
an accessory.
Rep. Wilson wants to
see tougher guidelines in
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the department's observation of the children it is to
protect. Wilson and other
child protection advocates
also want department
Secretary
Kathleen
Kearney to resign or be
fired by Bush.
At a recent press conference, Wilson called the
department "a system
embedded in incompetence" and wants to see the
state "clean house, top to
bottom."
Yet department spokeswoman LaNedra Carroll
said Kearney has no plans
to resign.
Kearney could not be
reached for comment.
"She's hard at work
right now doing her job to
ensure children are safe,"
Carroll said of Kearney.
But Carroll admits that
the system has had problems for decades.
Kearney has "helped,
along with the governor, to
make it better than it was
four years ago and there's
still much work to be
done," Carroll said.
Kearney
and
the
department were already
under fire over the disappearance of 5-year-old
Rilya Wilson, who vanished
19 months ago while under
state protection.
She is still missing.
"It
is
clear
that
Secretary Kearney is not
and has not been doing a
proper job managing the
system statewide," said
Karen Gievers, president of
the Children's Advocacy
Foundation. "It cannot
continue to be business as
usual in this state, because
business as usual means
children are dying."
Bush has rejected earlier requests to remove
Kearney.
"The governor continues to have faith and confidence
in
Secretary
Kearney's ab ility to protect
the safety of Florida's children, • Bush's spokesperson, Katie Muniz said at a
news conference.

The Center estimates the
total annual number of
cases of child abductions by
strangers at 100 now, down
from 200 to 300 in th e
1980s.
Precious Doc got a glimmer of national attention
when petitions put her
police composi te on the telev1s1on show America's
Most Wanted less than a
year ago.
The girl weighed 35 to
40 pounds, was around 3
feet tall and had a chipped
tooth. Her age: between 4and 6-years -old. She had a
crescent shaped birthmark
on her shoulder.
Kansas City Detective
Wayne Jones monitored tips
given over the phone at an
• America's Most Wanted"
call
center
here
in
Washington, D.C. during
that tim e.

"A lot of the tips were
like the ones we'd received
before, but they (were) coming from out of state," Jones
told The Kansas City Star.
More than 500 tips had
been received at that time.
"I've never seen so many
people wanting to get
involved as in this case,"
said Alonzo Washington, a
community
activist
in
Kansas City and leader of
the petition drive that got
the Precious Doe case on
'·America's Most Wanted."
One tip led to a missing
Florida girl named Rilya
Wilson.
Many thought the investigation was close to an end
when Rilya's disappear:.nce
was discovered.
Rilya had been missing
for almost a year, but no one
knew.
An official from child

protection assigned to do have been receiving, many
checks on Rilya's wdfare, in the Kansas City area - and
had stopped going to the Florida - hope that the
girl's house and falsified Precious Doe case will gain
reports stating the child was national attention.
"The recent kidnappings
doing 'fine'.
The DNA samples from around the nation have
Precious Doe, did not match made the atmosphere ready
for new and more extensive
up with ones from Rilya.
Rilya wasn't Precious exposure for the Precious
Doe case," said Everett
Doc.
Instead of closure, there Fletcher, a sophomore at
was the exposure of a giant Florida A & M University in
hole in Florida's child wel- Tallahassee, Fl. and a native
fare system and a huge set of Kansas City, Kansas - a
back for the murder investi- neighboring metropolis of
Kansas City, Mo.
gation of Precious 'Doc.
"Rilya Wilson, Precious
Although Precious Doe
was a well-known story in Doe: when things like this
the Kansas City area and the happen we've got to get the
es pecially
news spread to Florida word out
ourselves,"
because of Rilya Wilson, amongst
neither case received much Fletcher said.
national exposure.
In light of recent kidContact The Hilltop at
napping cases and the thehil/top@hotmail.com.
amount of attention they

Grambling's Location

l 'i1c Phom

Grambling Univ. in Danger
of Losing Federal Funding
Grambling State University, a hisotricaly
black college, opened in 1901, is in danger of
losing federal funding. The University has
failed to provide acceptable financial statements to the State of Louisiana since 1997.
The Hilltop
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TOMORROW'S

GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY.

At the forefront of scientific research, the School of Engineering and
Applied Science (SEAS) is ideally situated to provide students with a
wealth of educational opportunities that extend beyond the four walls
of a classroom. Part-time and full-time, undergraduate through postgraduate, degree and certificate candidates, domestic and international
-SEAS students converge in our nation's capital to develop skills and
knowledge that will enable them to become tomorrow's leaders.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
www.seas.gwu.edu • 202.994.8675 • info@seas.gwu.edu
GW is an equal opportunity affirmative action institution.
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Take an'Army ·ROTC course and you'll learn a lot about yourself. Stay with' Army
ROTC and you'll develop skills you can use throughout your life and career. Stuff
li~e thinking on your feet, mqking smart decisions, taking charge. Of course, you
;

can always quit. But we're pretty $Ure once you see how much you learn, you,wq~'tl,:
'

want to. Come talk to
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us at the Army ROTC department. We'll stick around for you.
<,

Unlike any other college course you \can take.
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Taking Advantage of Health Facilities to Stay Fit
'

By Leesa Davis
The Hilltop

fall arc currently being considered.
John Morris. the General
Most people on campus Manager, said the monthly
interested in working out arc memberships for students arc
already familiar "~th Howard $30-$50 a month and $57-$62
University's Burr Gymnasium. a month for non-students.
However Burr is not the only
"We have all types of equipovtion you have if you are seri- ment such as the cardiovascuous about keeping fit.
lar equipment: and strength
The fall season is usually a training equipment: said
time when people gain weight. Morris.
So what better to do than to go
The Fitness Center at
to a health facility that's con- Franklin Square is Metro accesducive to your schedule?
sible and Morris encouraged
The Fitness Center at students to go witli friends in
Franklin Square, located on I order to stay dedicated to a fitStreet\ in NW is open Mon.- ness regime.
Thurs. from 6a.m.-9p.m. and
Morris suggested that stuon '- Fridays
6a.m.-8p.m. dents do a lot of cardiovascular
Student discount rates are exercises such as jumping rope,
offered in the summer and dis- walking and running around
count rates for students in the the track and he recommends

better eating habits.
The National Press Club
Fitness located on 14th Street
in NW is another facility where
students can work out. The
hours of operation are 7a.m.1op.m.
Mon.-Fri.
and
10:3oa.m.-3:3op.m.
Sat.
Membership is annual and
rates are costly, however, the
facilities arc close to campus.
Terry Davis, director of
health and fitness at the
National Press Club, said aerobics classes arc also offered. • In
addition to the aerobics class,
we have many other features.
There's abdominal crunch
machines, free weights, treadmills, the dip machine (which
works upper shoulders, waist
and abdomen) -just about
everything," said Davis.

Davis also emphasi1.cd in
addition to exercise, students
should watch what they eat.
"Watch out for potatoes.
French fries and hamburgers
are the main foods that make
people gain weight," he said.
"Try drinking a lot of water
because it sparks your metabolism and cleanses the impurities from your system," he
added.
Another place to keep your
body in shape is The Fitness
Company West End located on
M Street in NV.'. This fitness
center not only offers tl1e latest
in cardiovascular equipment, it
provides ways to help you relax.
The boutique-style fitness club
has a swimming pool, sauna,
steam room and Jacuzzi. You
can also treat yourself to a mas-

File Photo
sage at their Day Spa. The one
This
man
exercises
his
time enrollment fee for students is $79 a month and the chest on the bench press
machine in Cook Hall.
monthly dues are $69.

The following are contacts to local
workout facilities
Fitness Center at
Franklin Square
1300 I Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-962-8535
National Pr ess Cl ub
Fitness
529 14th Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20045
202-662-7520
The Fitness Company
\.Vest End
2401 M Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20037
202-457-5070

Keeping it Healthy; Hair's the Deal
By Dencyse Kirkpatrick
The Hilltop
It's the beginning of the
year and students have
already set the scene with a
variety of hairstyles ranging
from funky 'fros to pretty
perms.
Hair is an essential part of
hygiene and is sometimes
overlooked and taken for
granted. Whether one wears a
natural, relaxed or locked
hairstyle, it is important to
always properly groom hair.
The chime of the Howard
University bell is the cue to
strut to the yard where students model the most fashionable outfits, and, most importantly, the hottest hairstyles.
Many of the students that
grace the campus wear an
array of ethnic hairstyles that

AlO

require regular maintenance.
As students who invest in
looking good, it is also important to keep tresses healthy.
"First and foremost, people should get a consultation
from their hairstylist and have
them examine the hair and
scalp, explain what products
are best for their hair and discuss the health status of the
hair," said hairstylist Fatima
Martinez. "'From there, the
individual can determine
what grooming steps they
should take."
Martinez has owned
Wrapping Heads by Fatima
and Mecca Barber Shop,
located on Georgia Avenue
across from the School of
Business, for 20 years.
She said all types of styles
and textures require different
methods of maintenance.

According to Martinez, people
with chemically treated tresses should moisturize hair
daily. Cream-based moisturizers are recommended for natural hair of fine textures,
where as coarse or kinky hair
requires an oil-based product.
"Most people of color are
better off using products formulated for their hair that can
be found on the professional
line. Design Essentials is a
hair care line run by African
Americans and most or nearly
all the entire product line will
work on all textures and
types," said Martinez.
Many Howard students
have found cost effective
alternative ways to make sure
their hair remains healthy.

0
•••

See HAIR page A11
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Hlar maintnance is a must for keeping a pollshed look.
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BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC.
WILL .till.I BE PWiJJTED IN GREENE STADIUM

NEXT SATURDAY
12 NOON, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7@ GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD l~lVERSITY vs. Texas Southern University
STUDENTS \\'ITH "CAPSTONE CARDS" l\JA Y PICK UP A FREE TICKET
AT BLACKBURN CENTER- GROUND LEVEL
THURSDAY & FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5 & 6, FRO~f 11 AM TO 7 PM
-NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON THE DAY OF THE GAMETHE FIRST HUNDRED FACULTY AND STAFF \Vim "CAPSTO. £ CARDS" !\IAY PICK UP ONE TICKET
AT CRAMTO ' BEGINNING AT NOON, THURSDAY, SEPJ'. S .

THIS 1S THE FIRST GAME OF THE SEASON AND THE FIRST GAME FOR NEW HEAD COACH RAµ,,.>.,~

WOMEN'S SOCCER

-J

BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, ETC
ILL !'iQ! BEPER~1ITIED IN GREENE STAOIU~i

\\1

COMING OFF THEIR BEST SEASON EVER!!

FIRST HOME GAME
vs. Wagner

GOOD Ll CK ro i\ l tN'S SOCCER ! !

1PM, Next Sunday, Sept. 8 @ GREENE
NEXT HOME GAME

'ii' American (Today, 2:30pm),
'a"\ George \V:1shington (on Sundll), l\oun)

,·s. U~1BC

2PM, Tuesday @ GREENE

PPORT HE MIGHT OF THE BLUE &WHI . !
HO\VARD UNIVERSITY BISON
''THE REAL HU"

HOWJiIW UNIVERSITY

v~

the H ampton University Pirates
6pn1, Saturday, Septen1ber 14, 2002 @ Han1pton, VA
Bus 1'rip and Gan1c Ticket only $45.00
On Sale at Cratnton, 10am - «:>1,r.. , Mon.- u. and 6pm - 9p1:a, Sat., Aug. 31
from the Howard Center Parking Lot
Proceeds will go to Bison.Ewrcsg to suppon Howard Uni,-crstty Athletics

I .,
(CeQrs!3 J\,enue across &om the Bookstore}
fcv 8~0:i m promplly
I' 1

De dlinc for purchase is 1:ridn}', ScpJ~mb r 6.,.200Z

CONGRATULATIONS! Women's Volleybal' c'< o · e1ge

or; "a~e ·~

o ·~ -

The 2001-02 Howard University women's volleyball team has
been named as one of the top academic programs in the
country by the American Volleyball Coaches Association
(AVCA) and Molten U.S.A, Inc.
~~~~

The award is given to teams that display excellence in the
classroom by maintaining at least a 3.30 cumulative team
grade-point average on a 4.0 scale.
Howard University is one of 47 Division 1 schools that was
honored and the only Historically Black University or
College.
"It is truly an honor for our team and the University to earn
this award/ ' said Howard head volleyball coach Linda
Spencer, in her 16th season. "These young women have
proven that there can be a balance between athletics and
academic excellence."
As a team, the Lady Bison averaged a 3.32 GPA.

Dh ision of Stud ent Affairs

August 2002
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University Cancels Baseball and Wrestling Programs
Athletes Angered by Mistreatment, Left with Few Options
By Michael T . Lyl e, Jr.
and Elena Ber geron
The Hilltop
Despite the wrestling and
baseball program struggles to
have successful seasons last
spring, University Athletic
Director Sondra NorrellThomas announced the discontinuance of both programs on May 22nd.
The athletic department
stated in a press release that
the decision to cancel the
programs was due to "the lack
of facilities to support baseball and wrestling."
Thomas
has
denied
claims from wrestling head
coach Wade Hughes that the
reason for the drop of both
programs was because of an
institutionary federal gender
law, known as Title IX.
"This has nothing to do
with Title IX," NorrellThomas maintains.
"It was a facilities thing.
We did not have anywhere to
practice that we called our
own, we did not have anywhere to play that we called
our own and to have t o go ou t
[to J oe Cannon Stadium) to
play they'd have to miss class
time."

Title IX is one of the oldest civil rights laws that prohibit gender discrimination
at any college or university
t hat receives federal funding
and outlines three stipulations that must be met for a
school to be in compliance.
Ath letic programs must
maintain a ratio of men's and
women's sports that is proportional to the male-female
enroll ment ratio, provide the
same number of athletic
scholarships for both genders
or show progress toward
rneeting the athletic interests
of both female and male students.
The University will not
know if it is yet in compliance
with the statute until next
year when the school submits
its annual compliance repor t
to the NCAA. Howard's cancellation of both teams leaves

Lack of
Facilities?
Riiiight.

receive a grant of $500,000
and Howard University would
put in a certain sum of money
and we would have control
over the field during the time
that we bad baseball g:imes, •
Norrell-Thomas said.
"First of all, if you have
that kind of grant I don 't
think the little money that
they were asking us to pu t up
would have stopped them
from going forward and
reconfiguring the field if
that's what they were going to
do. I don't think the proposal
was a rea l proposal, it was
just a piece of paper. •
Overall,
both
the
wrestling and baseball teams
finished the 2002 campa ign
with disappointing records.
The wrestling team,
despite their 2-13 record, saw
strong performances from
seniors Ephraim Walker and
Adrian
Thompson.
Thompson, a two-time NCAA
East Regional Champion,
compiled a 32-5 record this
season, including a berth in
last spring's NCAA East
Regional Champ ionships in
which he advanced into t he
second round of the tournament with a first-round upset
of the number eight seed.
After sitting out half of
t he season with an injury,
Walker came back strong to
win seven out of ten matches,
with two coming by way of a
normal decision and four by
way
of a major decision.
Photo by Elena Bergeron
Meanwhile, the baseba ll
squad finished second in the
Members of the now-defunct Howard baseba ll team wonder why they we ren't given fair warning their program would be
MEAC North Division, bu t
cance led. From left, Thomas Savage, Omar Raheem, Keith Sneed , Dave Dura nd, Brad Burris and Dean Durand.
t heir 8 -41 season ended there
as
the team served a NCAAthe University with 19 varsity ball team managed a late-sea- Post in May.
$550,000 grant and an
imposed
suspens ion from the
sports: eight men's and 11 son homestand at Banneker
Disgrun tled members of undisclosed sum from the
conference
tournament due
women's, a figure that more Field, those involved with the the baseball team have point- University for a renovation of
to
rules
infractions.
closely mir rors the 60-40 sports have taken issue with ed to a proposal submitted to the field t hat would have
Players were not notified
ratio of female to male stu- the facilities explanation.
the athletic department by included enclosed dugouts, a
by
the
school, however, that
dent enrollment according to
•·we've had a wrestling DC Parks and Recreation and net to prevent balls from llythat
suspension
would mark
the latest data compiled by room for years and years, and DCBaseball. org that would ing out of the park and a
the
end
of
their
collegiate
the NCAA for the 1999-2000. I don't know what she means. have reconfigured nearby scoreboard among other
baseball
careers.
Though both teams spent All we need is a practice facil- Banneker Fie ld as evidence improvements.
"I was s hocked when I
most of their respective sea- ity because we've had only that the department had ulte"I have seen a proposal
heard
about it", said senior
sons outside of the District, one home match since I've rior motives in canceling the that has come about now that
infielder
Brad Burris. "It felt
the wrestling team hosting been the head coach," former program.
we've dropped baseball from
only one home match in the wrestling head coach Wade
The proposal , which DC Rec and DCBaseball.org
past two years while the base- Hughes told the Washington would have re lied on a saying that they would See SPORTS page 82
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Howard is Kicking it up a Notch

COLUMN
By Elena Bergeron and
Ais ha Chaney
Sports Editors
Picture this. You live in the
backyard of your parents' crib
because there's not enough
space for you and your eighteen siblings inside the house.
After years of camping outside,
your parents adopt a daughter
knowing there's nowhere for
her to sleep but in the backyard
with you. The two of you work
it out for a year, scraping
together outside the house
while your bigger and betterfed brotliers laugh it up at the
dinner table.
That is, unti l one day you
get back from school and the
other kids on the block explain
that your no good mama has
tossed you out of the backyard
tent. Why? Because she doesn't have enough room in her
house for you.
Damn, that's cold. Y'all
wasn't even living inside anyway.
In case that whole
metaphor went over your head,
let us break it down for you:
Earlier this summer, the baseball and wrestling programs

See COLUMN page 82
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Alessandro Marcheslnl Jumped at the chance to play
Division I football at Howard.

By Elliott S.A. Robinson
Special to 111e Hilltop
This
off-season,
the
Howard Bison brought in a
very intriguing junior college
recruit. He didn't start playing
football until his senior year of
high school and yet at Hibbing
Commun ity
College
in
Hibbing, Minn., he was a second-team and then last season
first-team All Conference selection.

He is 6 foot, 230 pounds,
runs a 4 .9 second 40-yard
dash, benches 300 pounds and
has a 28-inch vertical leap. He
had interest from over 190
schools, including Florida
State, the University of Central
1-"lorida and Eastern Michigan.
"Who is he?" you ask. His
name
is
Alessandro
Marchesini, he's from Verona,
Italy and he's a kicker .

"He gave me the sock before I
left for the U.S.A. to remind me
of the sacrifices my fam ily had
to make in order for me to be
here. It's sort of a reminder
that says, 'You are luck)', don't
blow it.' •

soccer field before seeing him, I
would have probably played
soccer. But once I played football, I was hooked.
"I started out as a defensive
tackle and a day before my first
game, the fourth game of the
season, our starting kicker got
N.Y..
Hooked on the Pigs kin hurt and I asked to give it a try.
When asked about his deciLike most Europeans, I hit all of my tries from 20 to
sion to leave both Verona and Rocky did not grow up with 49 yards, so I got the job. I only
his
family,
Alessandro dreams of gridiron glory. He kicked five field goals in high
responded: "Have you ever envisioned being the "prince of school, missing from 27 and 37
wanted something so much the pitch." His sport of choice yards, and my kickoffs weren't
that you based your whole life is "football" or as we Americans good enough to get me anyon it? The United States of call it, soccer. He played as a where,• Rocky said.
America has been a dream of defender for four years and
mine ever since my middle then as a goalie for the next
A Hit in Hibbing
school
teacher,
Laura five. Defense a,1d contact arc
Since he only had five field
Marpicati, told me about the in his blood.
goal attempts in high school,
people, the places and t he
"The first time I'd heard of Alessandro had to create an
atmosphere.
football was a week prior to my opportunity for himself.
"I've worked hard ever departure from Italy," Rocky
"In order to get recruited
since to accomplish this dream said. "I went with my brother by
!libbing
Community
of mine and I've finally made it. to watch The Water Boy with College, I made a tape of me
My parents and family helped Adam Sandler, and I came out 'kicking,' • he clmckles. "Since
me a lot with the financial of the movie theater so pumped I was a horrible kicker in high
aspect. I know that happiness up by those hard-hitting scenes school, I waited for one of the
for me is getting married, hav- I could have taken on Mike wi ndiest days of the year, and I
ing a few crying kids, getting a Tyson:
kicked field goals in snow ten
good job and playing any sport,
With the seed planted by inches deep. The wind was
but doing it in the U.S.A."
all of the people, Rocky made blowing from my back and carAlthough his family is not his way to upstate New York. ried the ball down the field, givwith him, he did bring a rather At his size, he easily stood out ing the impression that I had
vivid reminder of them with from the crowd at Corning- fifty-yard range on field goals.
him.
Painted Post West High That's how I got my shot at
"Before every kick, I pull School.
HCC."
the green military sock that my
"My high school football
Rocky made the best of his
brother used while in the serv- coach got me first,• Rocky said.
ice, up to my knee," Rocky said. "If I would have gotten to the

Land of Opportunity
Rocky, as he is affectionately known, immigrated to the
United States from Verona in
1999.
Leaving behind his
entire family and all of his
friends, he landed in Corning,

See KICKER page 82
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Pho10 by Elena Bergeron
Walter WIison, Omar Shakoor and Dave Powell, former Howard baseball players, walk off Baneker field, no longer student athletes.

SPORTS from page 81

grams were cancelled over
the summer , many athletes
as if the school had bet rayed were left with only two
us."
opt ions-staying
at
Outfielder Walter Wilson Howard on their athletic
was also stunned by the scholarships without playnews.
ing the sport that lu red
"I was really upset. The them here or scrambling to
whole thing just caught me find left over scholarships
by surprise."
at other schools.
Indeed, the recent action
Thompson, who had
from Howard has not only earlier decided to use his
brought protest from the ath- last year of eligibility at
letes of both teams, but it has Howard despite having
forced some to reconsider graduated, will finish his
their stay with the University stellar wrestling career at
because of scholarship West Virginia University,
issues. Because the pro- but many of the other dis-

"This battle is not
over and the team
feels real good
about this plan
[to get our team
back] so far."
-· Walter Wilson
Former Baseball Player

time on the field and around school.
"Also being a white, foreign kicker
at a Historically Black College (IIBCU)
opportunity at HCC both on and off is going to give me and the school the
the field. In two years, he hit 17 of 25 kind of exposure that I feel will help in
field goal attempts and u of 14 from my pursuit of a professional career
39 yards and less with his longest after l complete my degree at Howard
being so yards. He also averaged both University. Howard University is such
37.8 yards on punts and one touch- a great academic institution that I
back per game. He graduated last May could not pass on this chance."
with a degree as a multimedia specialDespite never having been to an
ist.
HBCU campus, Rocky knows the
importance of homecoming.
I Want to Pay the Bison Back
"I want to sec the stands filled with
The prospect of playing in the thousands of screaming fans, the busy
nation's capital is not lost on sidelines, and of course me kicking the
Alessandro.
fifty-four yard game-winning the field
"I'm very excited about coming to goal."
D.C. I've always wanted to go live in a
big city and I'm looking forward to
Always Improving
watching MJ play.
After a summer bus ride from
"The person that convinced me to Washington, D.C. to Lubbock, Texas
come here is Randall Litsey, an assis- that lasted well over 24 hours, Rocky
tant coach and friend at HCC. He's arrived at Kickers Paradise. Kickers
from Detroit, and he's an African Paradise is a camp conducted by kickAmerican. He's been taking care of me ing guru Paul Assad Assad is responsisince the first day we met two years ble for the development of current
ago. He's like a big brother and anoth- NFL kickers Rodney Williams of the
er father at the same time. He told me New York Giants;
Sebastian
that Howard was going to be the best J anikowski and Shane Lechler of the
thing that will ever happen to me. He Oakland Raiders; John Baker of the St.
told me the coaches were going to take Louis Rams; and many others.
care of me and that I will have a great
Assad recalls Rocky's performance

KICKER from page 81

By Ais ha Chaney
The Hilltop

Men 's Soccer: The men's soccer

Women's Soccel': The Lady
Booters soccer team will travel
to Lc\,isburg, Pa. this weekend
to face Bucknell University for
their first game of the season.

I \ .Yill Hit You
Rocky is not your traditional kicker. His four solo tackles on kickoffs
show that he has a little linebacker in
him. When asked about his penchant
for contact, Rod,')''s eyes gleamed.

Bison Briefs

team kicks off their season at the D.C.
Cup Soccer tournament this weekend.
They face host American University
today at 2:30 p.m. and will follow with
Volleyball: The Lady Bison vola game on Sunday at noon against leyball team headed out to Hampton
George Washington University.
yesterday for the annua l Hampton

B2

this summer: "After some fundamental adjustments, together we worked
through the habits of limitations. His
potential is surfacing now. By the second week of camp, Rocky started holding his own with the pros at the
Kickers Paradise. If he continues to
improve, I think Rocky has a future at
the next level, but has something to
prove in college football first."
Rocky agrees with Assad's assessment.
"The camp and Paul Assad has
done wonders on my kicking. I've
been kicking off seven to ten yards
deep in the end zone with a consistent
hang time of 4.00 - 4.10 seconds. M>
field goals have been booming. My
second day here I kicked back-to-back
57, 60, 63 and 66 yard field goals."
The Bison faithful, who had to
endure almost ten years of kicking
misfortune, are smiling because Rock')'
intends to make Greene Stadium and
the rest of the MEAC his own personal
kicker's paradise.

University Labor Day Classic. They are
scheduled to play three games today,
the first at 11;30 a.m. against South
Carolina State, the next at 4:00 p.m.

The Hilltop

placed athletes were not as
fortunate in finding a place
to play.
Wilson, meanwhile, has
decided to focus on his academics and the prospect of
returning the baseball team.
"We're still in the battle
to get our team back," said
Wilson.
"It's mostly about our
finances; if we could raise
some money somehow, we
cou ld come back. This battle
is not over and the team
feels rea l good about this
plan so far."

were kicked out of the Burr "Big
House" like two lazy slaves. About
forty student-athl etes had the
pleasure of finding out their programs were cancelled via the
internet or by word of mouth.
Though the wrestlers shared
time in Burr for practices and the
baseball team faced the same
"lack of facilities" as the justintroduced softball team, the two
programs were cancelled without
any forewarning, formal notification or a legitimate explanation.
Suspiciously, the cancellations bring the athletic department into compliance with Title
IX. Hmm, makes you wonder
doesn't it?
Let's just say this. If it weren't
for Title IX, we might not have
jobs. Without the landmark gender equality legislation that forced
colleges and universities to pro,ide resources for women's sports
comparable to their male counterparts, there would be no WNBA or
WUSA. There wouldn't be powerhouse women's teams like North
Carolina's indomitable women's
soccer squad or the simply
unbeatable UConn women's basketball team.
Certainly, if you had never seen
women's sports grow and gain
national prominence, having hvo
female sports editors migbt be more
than }'OU could stand.
With all that Title IX has done
to create athletic opportunities for
female atllletcs, it's a shame that
department administrators couldn't
find a more creative way to address
compliance. What's even worse
though is that Title IX has become
the elephant in the room-something that every'One sees but no one
wants to talk about.
Yes, we understand that the
wrestling team traveled all over the
cast coast to participate in tournaments because they couldn't hold
any here. We understand that the
baseball team logged 40-minute
drives to Anne Arundel County for
their HOME games. We understand that these athletes were dedicated despite the preferential treatment shown toward other sports.
What our adn1inistrators don ·1
seem to w1dcrstand is all that hard
work and dC\-'Otion the athletes have
put into their respective sports merits more respect than the absurd
excuses they've been given.

Alessandro Marcheslnl shows that HU Is always on his mln\d. He wore
an "H" for Howard, shaved Into his hair to start the year off.
"And even if I am a kicker, make
no mistake, I will hit you, and I \\ill hit
you hard," Rocky said.
Elliott Robinson, Esq. is a
Washington, D.C. based journalist

and collegiate legal consultant. He
can be heard on spol'ts radio prog,·ams in the Mid-Atlantic region and
XM Satellite Radio.

versus Coppin State, and the final
one against Wofford College at
6:oo p.m.
The game scheduled for
Sunday will be determined based
on their performance today.

for flag football (Sept. 10th deadline),
powder puff football (Sept. 10th) and
coed volleyball (Sept. 30th). To sign
up contact Dexter Harris at 806-4129
or pick up a registration form in
Blackburn or in Burr Gymnasium on
the lower level.

Intramural: It's not too late to
sign up for fall intramural sports!
Registration forms are now available
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Med School Applications Down Nationally
By De nis e Oshodi
Daily Trojan (U. Southern
California)
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - The increase of completed
University
of
South ern Californ ia Keck
School of Medicine app lications surprised the director
of admissions this year.
Pri mary applications to
medical
sch ools
have
declined nationally from
46,965 in 1996 to 34,859 in
2001, according to the
Assoc iation of American
Medical
Co lleges. The
organization is still collecting data for 2002.
The number of primary
applications to the Keck
School decreased for 2002
also, but the number of
applicants who finished the
full application process
increased by 200. This
increase is rare. The number of completed applications is usually directly proportional to the number of
initial applications.
The reason may be
because of the rigorous

expansion
wi thin
the
schoo l,
said
Robert
McCann, director of admissions at the Keck School of
Medicine. Recent change's
in curricul um and a new
early decision program are
making the scho ol more
attractive.
The in crease it. the
number of completed applications to the medical
school possibly reflects a
national trend, sai d Gina
Moses, pre-health academic
adviser and baccalaureate/MD coordinator. She
predicts a surge in medical
school applications nationwide next year or the following year.
The officia l statistics for
the 2002-2003 school year
have not been released, so
no one is absolutely sure
how many applications
there were nationally.
"It would be unlikely for
medical schoo l applications
to go up this year, but it is
possible,• William McClure,
professor of neurobiology,
said.
The continuous drop in
the number of medical

school applications since
1996 is the proquct of many
factors . Variab les in the
economy
have
always
affected the number of
applications, McClure said.
Goi ng to medica l or
graduate schoo l is "kind of
a way of keeping out of the
bad economy," he said.
But applying to graduate programs other than
medicine has much less of a
time commitment, Moses
said .
"Law school applications, grad school applications are a piece of cake,•
she said. "Medical school
applications are a year and
a half."
Premedical
students
usually apply during their
junior years. Most who
don't get in the first time
will not pursue medical
professions again, McClure
said. Those who do apply to
medical school a second
time are extremely committed and consequently very
attracti ve to medical school
admissions, be said.
Medical, dental and veterinary schoo ls have two

restrictions that no oth er
grad programs have . They
cannot accept transfer students, and the number of
spaces available per class is
not very flexible, McClure
said. This may also be a reason why people tend to see
other graduate school programs.
"We lost a lot of peop le
to business schools over the
last five years," he said. He
is di sappointed in losing
good students who may
have been excellent health
care professionals, he said.
Another possible deterrent from medicine is the
growing involvement of
health insurance in physician care.
"There is a perception
that insurance companies
are involved in invading the
independence of managed
care,•
said
Robert
Tranquada, emeritus professor of medicine and public policy. This perception
among older generation
doctors may be "leaking"
from the profession to
potential younger physicians.

However, some students
are still stri ving to become
medical care professionals,
despite the obstacles.
"I considered not doi ng
(pre-med) because I heard
people compla in about
(HMOs) so much," said
Leah Glynn, a freshman
majoring in biomedical
eng ineering. "But it's not
enough to make me not
want to be a doctor.•
Glynn said she hopes to
go overseas to volunteer as
a doctor for Doctors
Without Borders.
Despite the decl in e in
primary applications, medical school applicants have
always been highly competitive, Moses said.
As wi th most higher
education applications, t he
standards for grades have
risen. Nationally, the average matriculated applicant
had a GPA of 3.45 in 1992;
in 2001, the average was
3.6.
Already
carry in g
a
strong desire to be a doctor,
Greg Heitmann found the
Baccalaureate/Medical program at USC while in high

school, he said. The eightyear program starts freshman year and guar a ntees
him a spot at the USC medical schoo l if he maintains
certain course GPA.
Last year was the first
year that the application
process h ad been online.
Some students experien ced
difficulty with the site, but
university officials say the
site has improved.
In June of this year, the
AAMC and CollegeNet publicly re leased their plans to
implement not only a primary
app li cation
like
before, but also a secondary
application specific to each
school, according to a PR
newswire.
However,
medical
schools like to have control
over the supplemen tary
application, McCann sa id.
USC plans to continue using
its own online method of
collecting secondary applications.
"(The AAMC is) not providing the whole package,
although they'd like to,"
McCann said.

Senator Talks Terrorism, Military FOrce
By Jared Shelly
The Pitt News (U. Pittsburgh)
( U-W IRE)
PITTS BURGH - After traveling to
Africa and the Middle East,
Sen. Arlen Specter gave his
first
public debriefing
Tu esday
in
downtown
Pittsburgh. His speech
focused on the Middle East
peace process, a topic he
s tudi ed ex tensive ly while
abroad.
Sen. Sr,ecter talked
about the growing tension
betwee n the United Sta tes
and I raq, adding that he
firmly believes the president shoul d bri ng an
involvement
plan
to

Congress rathe r than acti ng
without Congress' consultation.
" I thought the decision
of military force is a congressional decision. This is
a matter for the Congress,"
Specter said.
Specter r eferred to his
talks 1,ith Presiden t Bush
about the possibility of
Bush coming to Congress to
get authorization for mili tary action.
"If you get a cha nce to
ride in Air Force One, do
it," Specter joked. He
added, "I asked him [about
bringing a military plan to
Congress] and he didn't
answer me."
Specter talked about

Vice
President
Dick
Cheney's
comments
Monday in which the vice
president said Saddam
Hussein is a risk now and
needs to be dealt with sooner rather than later.
"I think that the pre sident approves of the vice
president's speech, but he's
not ready to make it himself," Specter said.
He also said the United
States hasn't really dealt
with Hussein in the right
way.
"There's an American
arr ogance about how to deal
with people," Specter said.
He continued by addressing
the need to speak with leaders of opposing countries

•

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES Soon the USC basketball team
will have two sets of identical
twins.
Highly sought-after prep
guards Lodrick and Rodrick
Stewart have announced they
will play for the Trojans, joining
sophomore guards Derrick and
Errick Craven.
"We're coming," Lodrick
Stewart said yesterday from his
Seattle home. Their father
cheered, "Go Trojans," over the
phone.
Already, the Stewarts, who
attend Rainier Beach High
School, are relishing the
thought of playing with other
twins.
"I think it'll be fun - something new," Stewart said. "Now
we've got another set of twins
who think the same as we do.
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We know each others' moves."
The Stewarts are no
strangers to the Craven twins they played again st Bishop
Montgomery their freshman
year and for the record, Rainier
Beach won.
"We can hang out with
them," Rodrick Stewart said.
"I've never been around any
twins beside us. They could be
like our big brothers."
The team is also looking
forward to having two sets of
twins and more exposure.
"We're going to be known
as the twin school," USC forward Jerry Dupree said. "Every
twin is going to want to come to
'SC."
Up until a couple of days
ago, the Stewarts said
Washington was their top
choice, and only last year said
they wanted to attend North
Carolina, but the twins maintain they have wanted to attend
USC since they were in seventh
grade.
"We've just always watched

United States before World
War II, which have s ince
turned into democracies.
• Japan and Germany,
we c leaned their clocks,"
the man said. "And now
they are democracies.•
When asked if the
United States' allies would
help
if America
was
involved in a war, Specter
said it would take about
$40 billion for the United
States to gain the support of
countries
like
Russia,
Germany and France.
Specter was then asked
which one of th e problem s
facing the United States was
the most important. He said
the answer is undoubtedly
terrorism.

"We're not doing a good
job fighting them,• Specter
admitted. "The FBI and the
CIA bave no commun i ca tions, and FBI is not using
the right standard."
After one of his aides
stopped the questioning in
an effort to keep Sen.
Specter's appearance on
sch edule, Specter tha nked
th e audience for i ts knowledge of national events.
"There's a real need in
Washington for people who
study the issues," Specter
sa id. "There needs to be citizen participation ."

Washington State U. Honored
for Minority Recruitment

Trojans See Double
Again with Identical
Twin Recruits
Trojans see double again
with identical twin recruits
By Gloria Rodriguez
Daily Trojan (U. Southern
California)

with respect. He sees the
respect as a necessary part
of getting things done .
Sen. Specter also talked
about the improvement in
the Sudan.
"(The Sudan's] leadership wants to be friendly
with the U.S. The Sudanese
have
permitted
unannounced
checks
on
weapons," Specter said. He
added that he is confident
that they are not producing
weapons of mass destruction.
After about a 20-minute
speech, Specter opened th e
floor to questions.
One fiery man stood up
and talked about the countries that opposed the

By Danielle Ivo ry
Daily Evergreen (Washington
State U.)

the games," Lodrick Stewart
said.
The twins are scheduled to
sign their letters of intent Nov.
13 to begin play during the
2003-2004 season.
The 6-foot-5 guards, who
last year helped lead their high
school to the Class 3A state
championships, received scholarship offers from 15 colleges,
but it was USC's combination of
athletics and academ ics that
lured them, their father
Andrew "Bull" Stewart said.
Stewart, who is an 11-time
world championship power
lifter and played shortly ,>'ith
the NFL, said he is happy with
his sons' decision, which comes
after years of countless recruiting efforts.
Trojan basketball coach
Henry Bibby's fast, up-tempo
playing style and coaching talent was a major selling point,
Stewart said.

(U-WIRE) PULLMAN,
Wash. - This fall, the Office of
Superintendent of Public
Instruction will distribute
brochures and videos, naming
Washington
State
University as the model program in recruiting and retaining minority students in the
s tate.
The program was recognized by OSPI because of its
creative team approach,
involving public school educators, families and the university community. OSPI
gave $20,000 to the university to create a how-to video
about its recruiting and
retention programs.
"For us to be located in
Whitman County and the
Palouse and have one of the
highest minority percentages
is very impressive," said
Milton Lang, special assistant
to WSU President V. Lane
Rawlins.
"For minority students to
thrive in this environment is
incredible," Lang added.
What does the model stu-
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dent body look like then?
So far, the percentage of
minority students enrolled in
this year's freshman class has
increased slightly from last
year: 16 percent of the freshman class is deemed multicultural. Last year, the freshman class was 15.6 percent
multicultural.
Of multicultural students,
the percentage of Asian students increased from 12.2
percent last year to 14. 1 percent this year.
The
percentage
of
Hispanic
students
has
increased from 10.9 percent
to 13.3 percent.
Native American students
have increased from 3.8 percent to 5 percent.
The
percentage
of
African -American students
has decreased from 4.5 percent to 4.1 percent.
"I have been in a number
of other places and visited
many campuses over my
career," said WSU President
V. Lane Rawlins. "We have a
very specia l environment
here because students, faculty and staff are in close proximity and everyone lives on
or close to campus."
"When we talk about

other groups with different
backgrounds, ethnicities, or
other differences, we are in
an environment where these
things are not in the abstract,
but are reflected in individuals we know and see every
day,• he continued. "So, we
have a better chance to be a
real community than most
university environments.•
He added, "What we do
with it is up to us."
The 18-minute video will
be distributed by OSPI to
high school studen ts, community college administrators
and
couns elors
statewide, .as well as to other
state officials.
The video is split into
segments,
which
cover
recruiting, Tetention and student success.
It highlights WSU's five
step team approach, which
includes; developing a relationship with students, an
initial follow-up regarding
financial aid, admissions,
etc., multicultu ral recru itment programs which include
speakers and counselors visiting schools, a second student follow-up and a celebration and transition into university life.
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Mastering the Art of Decorating a Dorm Room

Summer Blues and
By Allison Gentry
Sullen Moods
The Hilltop
By Josef Sawyer
August began and my dread-

ful internship was almost over.
Things seemed to be looking up,

but my biggest disappointment of
the summer still lay ahead. The
intemship pay was great, but for
the first time in my life, I was
homesick.
I was alone in a strange stlte.
I befriended no one and knew I
would never fit in, which was fine
since it was only temporary.
I admit it was an unusual
summer in which I went through a
series of highs and lows but like
everything else in my life, 1accepted it and was thankful.
My cell phone began to buzz;
I grabbed it and stared at the display box confused about who the
culprit was.
The \/Oice on the other end
screamed my name in a pitch only
I could recogn.iz.e. Immediately I
thought I was not ready to have
this conversation considering I
was at work
I wanted to say 'goodbye I am
busy at work' but my conscience
denied me. And to guard my fumily for a minute I forgot my profession.
I tried to calm her as best I
could but all I got were sobs, mut•
tered words and hea,'Y breathing. I
had to act I told her I would call
her back just to give us both time
to oollect our thoughts. I hung up
and sat motionless at my desk.
As I made my way to the bathroom, thoughts began to race
around my brain like a pack of
thoroughbred horses.
I cursed out-loud. I was too
fur away to rush to her side.The
walk to the bathroom seemed like
a mile. I entered a long hallway
that led to the bathroom and slowly the work sceneiy began to fade.
The walls of the normally
quiet hallway became a discordant
mural filled with painful memories; memories I thought were
buried deep beneath a rock - my
soul. The bathroom was empty
and I stared in the mirror daydreaming.

1hls was not the first time she
had thrown her broken life at my
feet hoping I would carefully
glue everything back together leaving out all that went wrong.
But as much as l tried, I
couldn't fix a damn thing. All I
could do was warn her about the
company she kept
Her friends were all phony, all
facades that she bought Since I
couldn't always be around, friends
like sex, oocaine, ecstasy, reefer,
and alcohol were closest to her.
They solved problenis for her
when I oouldn't I still fear that one
day I will get the call from someone else to say she solved her last
problem alone.
For as long as I could remember, she was her worst enemy.
That makes it hard to fight her battles since she was both tl1e protagoni.c:t and antagonist
She once tried to slit her
wrists and when I fow1d out and
she saw the hurt in my eyes, she
cried and promised to change as
long as I kept tilings quiet. I did
and for a while she seemed to be
doing good. But eacll time she
seemed to be doing well, anotlier
vice even more ferocious than the
one prior would destroy whatever
self-esteem she built up. Whicll
friend was it now I tllought?
No one entered the bathroom
the entire time and I am not sure
how much time passed while I
stood in front of the mirror but I
knew J couldn't delay calling her
any longer. As I dialed her number I was confident tilings couldn't
be that bad.
She answered the phone in a
shaky \/Oice but the tears bad subsided. Before I could even get into
the small talk she said, "Joey, last
night I got raped."
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Many people believe
the words of Feng
Shui: "As goes our
environment, so we
go." These words from
the ancient Chinese
science of placement
have become a very hip
method in decorating.
The principals of this
particular art form
focus on how to create
harmony and balance
in the work and living
space.
For example, where
the furniture is placed
in a room will determine how comfortable
a particular room is.
Color is also an
important factor, with
red bringing luck and
inviting
happiness;
yellow
signifying
longevity; and the
overuse of white symbolizing death and giving off cold energy.
Considering many
dorm rooms are small
confined spaces, (usually painted white) for
some, decorating can
seem like a daunting
task.
Leslie Wills, a junior human development major, described
decorating her room
and maximizing space
as a "difficult process."
"Having a clean
space for me to live and
breathe is a top priority, so I can work.
Having a tranquil
space for me to thrive
is important."
One accent she
added to her room was
a rain box. The sound
of the running water
adds tranquility, she
said.
Wills, a resident of
Meridian Hill Hall,
also enjoys jazz and
poetry. To express her
love for these two art
forms she hung jazz
paintings and her poetry on the walls. She
also decorates with
African art and has
family photos.
Tiffany Gainer, a
junior political science
major, has a plan she
follows to make her
dorm room feel comfortable and like home.
She starts with a
color
scheme
and
drapes the color wherever
possible.
"Whether it's the bedding, curtains, throws,
or pillows, I make sure
to have my favorite
color," said Gainer.
Gainer also hangs pictures of family and
friends, keeps fresh
flowers, and decorates
her walls .
Another issue for
students is maximizing
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Photo by Chandra Anderson
A span of one female student's room In the towers shows just how quickly a student can get moved In. The room has been
llved lnonly for weeks, but It's al ready home.

space.
Both Wills
and
Gainer described their
rooms as extremely
small. She and Gainer
use storage space in
their closets and under
their beds to create
more space and less
clutter.
"I use storage crates
and stackable things,"
Gainer said. "I use
things that conserve
space such as shoe
racks and magazine
racks."
Furniture
stores
and home decor shops
cater to the college
crowd every year when
the time comes for students to move into

dorms.
Ikea focuses on
items that fit into small
spaces. They offer
cheap vases, lamps and
mirrors to help brighten up a room.
Target has a Todd
Oldham line, which
includes almost everything a student needs
for a dorm, such as a
kitchen in a box. They
cover the dorm room
from bedding to the
bathroom as a way to
make moving into a
dorm easier.
Gainer suggests that
no matter how students
decorate,
whether using creativity or buying a ready-
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made dorm room, it is
important to make the
room feel
special.
"Make sure it's a place
you enjoy coming home
to at night and waking
up in the morning."
Items to make your
dorm room into a home
A big rug. This is
essential if you have a
room with linoleum or
wood floors. Pick a
cool color or funky
design to add character
to the room.
Featherbed
mattress pads are important for a comfortable
place to sleep. An egg
crate mattress and pillows also work.
Lamps. The fluores-

cent lighting in a dorm
may not be best or
bright enough. You can
never have too much
lighting.
A comfortable place
to sit. This could range
from a beanbag chair,
to an inflatable one, to
a revolving office chair.
(also good for having
company)
A bulletin board. A
place to keep messages, reminders and
to do notes is a practical item that can also
add to a room.
Any kind of wall
decorations. Without
drilling holes in the
walls, hang posters, art
or even album covers.
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The Cable Guide: What's on T.V.
Tonight, August 30:
Outbreak, FX: Dustin
Hoffman plays an Army virologist who is trying to contain a
deadly African virus that has
plagued a small California
town. Cuba Gooding Jr. also
stars as one of several scientists
who help Hoffman contain the
fictional version of the West
Nile Virus. Time: 8:oo p.m.
Celebrity Death Match,
VH1: Watch as celebrities from
the worlds of music, film, and
TV clash in a world of clay animation. Past matches have
included Dr. Dre and Jermaine
Dupri and OMX versus his Pit
Bulls. Time: 10:30 p.m.

HU's Finest
Sound Off
By Jozen Cumm.ings
The Hilltop

If the walls of HU could talk,
students wouldn't listen. In order for
something to get our attention, the
walls would have to sing or rhyme
what they were trying to say.
The people at New World
Entertainment understand this,
which is w]lythey are continuing the
of last year's debut album, s
Minutes of Fame, with their latest
release, The Best of HU Volume 1,
an album they proclaim is made by
Howard students especially for
Howard students. The album follows a concept similar to underground mix tapes, with veiy few
songs concentrating on the versechorus-verse formula and the
majority of them being freestyles.
Volunie 1 struts strong with
Pizo and Shak-C displaying their
freestyle skills over Beanie Siegel's
jam "Roe the Mic." The two emooes
seem to have little problem with the
syncopated rhythm as their street
tales seamlessly blend with the
head-nodding beat
The dynamic duo continue to
di$play their hard-qed lyrics with
a nod to Camron's summer smash
"Oh Boy," on "hat is entitled the
"Oh Boy Remix."
On both cuts, Shak-C and Pizo
make for a great pairing by being
unselfish on the microphone and
letting each other get a decent
amount of time to shine.
The two finalists from last
year's Verbru Armageddon rap contest, C.No and Malik, also make
their presence felt on the album by
making noteworthy contributions.
C-No gives his fans some of his
best se.xual.ly charged ,,erses on an
exclusive freestyle. The sex taJk COO·
tinues as he redeliver., last year's
crowd pleasing verses over the
remix of R Kelly's "Feelin' On Yo

=

Booty."
Malik also speaks of women,
but chooses to give a tribute rather
than take C-No's approach. Over
Jonell's "Round and Ronnd," Malik
gives his declaration: "This is for my
women who/raising children on
they own, on they own raising children/I caD them supemomen/For
my women who gotta strip to pay

tuition."
The tribute is heartfelt as Malik
\\lind5 and fudes off on the end ofthe
song in a fashion simifar to Nas'

"OneMic."
Even with these strong show~ the album still has its shortcoming.5.
The most noticeable one of
them all is the albwn's length. With
over 30 song,, li<;tening to the whole
album can be exhausting. \'vhile
NWf has a wealth of talent all waiting to be heard, the album might
have been easier to listen to if the
number of soog, \\1!re cut in halL
Nevertheless, the album
desel'<es a chance on the strength
that evcl)' rhyme heard spews from
the mouth of a follow Howard
University student, which is an
ao::omplishment in itself.
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Dead Zone (Unreasonable
Doubt), USA: Fans of Stephen
King will enjoy his critically
acclaimed dramatic sitcom,
starring Anthony Michael hall.
Time: 11:00 p.m.

Many rappers claim to be number 1, but few back up their talk.
To see who will hold the right's
to the title tune into one of the
more authoritative count down
shows on television. Time: 8:oo
p.m.

strong as the stars of the WWE
continue to light up arena's
around the country. Stars such
as the Rock, HHH, and
Hollywood Hulk Hogan trade
blows as well as insults. Time:
7:oop.m.

version of her concert in Puerto
Rfoo. Songs like "If You Had My
Love" and "Love Don't Cost a
Thing," will be featured. Time:
10:30 p.m.

programs geared toward the
9/11 tragedies. This program
will chronicle the destruction of
the World Trade Center. Time:
9:00 p.m.

Sorority Life,MTV: Get an
in-depth look at Greek life at
predominantly white instituBeyond the Glory, CSN: tion. This reality TV show
Michael Irvin, the man every- chronicles the lives of a group
one dubbed the "Playmaker," of girls pledging a sorority. All
will have his life chronicled in the tears and cheers are shown.
this special look at the 12-year Time: 10:30 p.m.
career of the former Dallas
--Compiled by Christetta K.
Cowboys wide receiver. Time:
Stone
7:oop.m.

Monday, September 2:

Saturday, August 31:
College Game Day, ESPN:
While Howard University's own
football team might not be featured anytime soon on this
show, fans of college football
can get the top match-ups in
each region with expansive
analysis done on all the games.
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Rap City Top 10, BET:

The Rocky Horror Picture
Show, AMC: A classic film from
the 198o's. Barry Bostwick, Tim
Curry, and Susan Sarandon are
just a few of the major players
in the musical comedy. Time:
9:3op.m.

Demolition Man, TBS:
While the acting was never very
memorable, the widow peak's
on Wesley's Snipes head was.
This sci-fi action film was also
one of the first movies to show
the pleasures of cybersex. Time:
8:oo p.m.

Sunday, September 1:
WWE Sunday Night Heat,
MTV:
Vince
McMahon's
wrestling machine keeps going

Jennifer Lopez in Concert,
ABCFAM: The boricua mami is
live in concert in an abbreviated

World Trade Center: Rise
and Fall of an American Icon,
H1ST: The first in one of many

What to Wach this Fall, The Movie Preview
quel to the
Academy
winAward
ning,
The
The Fall Season for
movies is getting set to roll
Silence of the
Lambs.
The
into box offices. While some
of the more anticipated
third installment
stars
sequels such as the Matrix:
Reloaded, X-Men 2, and
Edward Norton
as an FBI agent
Lord of The Rings: The Two
who originally
Towers are premiering in
the winter or next year,
c a u g h t
Hannibal
there is still some buzz surLector (played
rounding
the
movies
yet again by
expected to arrive in the
Anthony
next three months.
Hopkins).
Fans
of
September: Wat ch for
the drama, City by the Sea,
1997's
Love
Jones
might
starring Robert DeNiro.
want to give
DeNiro plays a New York
detective who discovers his
MCA's
latest
film
Brown Emlnem and
troubled son is the primary
Sugar a chance. November.
suspect in the murder of a
police officer. The movie
October: The month of Brown Sugar
also stars Academy Award October should have a few stars Sanaa Lathan and
winner James Franco.
films worthy of big box Taye Diggs as two childStealing Harvard is a office draws, ranging from hood friends who discover
comedy
about
John mob pictures to romantic the love that they have for
Plu mmer, a man who turns comedies.
each other never went away
Knock Around Guys even as they become adults.
to a life of crime in order to
pay for his niece's Harvard stars box office draws, Vin
education.
Jason
Lee Diese l (XXX) and Seth
November:
Amongst
(Chasing Amy) and Tom Green (Austin Powers), in a many November releases,
Green (MTV's Tom Green modern day tale of crime. two franchises, a rapper's
Show and Freddy Got The mafia affiliated delin- debut, and a documentary
Fingered) will star in the quents encounter a host of bear mentioning.
movie. The movie is expect- problems with a bag of dirty
Eminem has finally
ed to be a spr ingboard to money and a small t own taken th e next step in his
comedic stardom for both sheriff.
bid to over saturate the
actors according to industry
Red Dragon is th e pre- media airwaves by starring

By Enoch Simms III
The Hilltop

insiders.
Another
comedy,
Barbershop, shows a typical
day in a south side Chicago
barbershop. Rapper, Eve
and Cedric the Entertainer
will be starring in the film,
keeping fans of previous
Cube comedies (Friday, All
About the Benjamins) waiting on pins and needles.
The independently produced, lgby Goes Down
stars McCauley Culkin's
(Home Alo ne) younger
brother, Kieran, as Igby.
lgby is a teenager running
from his dysfunctional family. With Susan Sarandon,
Claire Danes, Ryan Phillipe,
and Bill Pullman also starring, the film boasts a largeensemble cast

Top 10 Ways Howard
Students Spent Their
Summer Vacation
Compiled by Mathew Goines
The Hilltop
I 0) Went home to spread the joys of go-go music.
9) "Internship" at footlocker
8) Stuff they did not have any business doing.
7) Tried McDonald's new Flatbread Chicken Sandwich.
6) Increased "hood-rich" status by spending all their earnings on clothes.
5) Tried to figure out what the Clipse were really trying to
say in "Grindin."
4) Served as the Instant Message Coordinator in a major
company.
3) Small time work that will look big time once they word
it correctly on their resume.
2) Went to a B2K concert.
1) Nothing productive.

Editor :S Note: The Top Ten List will be a weekly col11mn.
The column is meant to be lighthearted and h11111oro11s. The
views expressed in the Top Ten List are not the views of the
editorial staff

Brittany Murphy star In Bowling for Columbine In

in 8 Mile, a film loosely Mil e, it shoul d defi nite ly
based on, well, him self spark so me controversy. In
(although he has denied in the documentary, director
many interviews the film is Michael Moore will tackle
based on his own life). the issue of the constituNevertheless,
Curtis tional right t o b ea r arms.
Hanson, director of L.A.
Confidential
and
T o find out more about
Wonderboys, should be able what's headed to theaters,
to stop this movie from websites like www.upcomturning into another Cold ingmovies.com
and
as Ice (the movie tha t ww w.co untin gdown.com
spelled the end of Vanill a should help. Read the buzz
surrounding a movie before
Ice's career).
While
Bowling
for you go see it. Don't Jet
Colu mbin e might not put up Kingdom Come happen to
the same numbers as 8 you.

The Spirit Corner
By Aurellia C. Anderson
The Hilltop
I can't begin to express the
excitement I have for the new
school year.
Seeing the fresh new faces
and the seasoned old ones
brings a smile to my face and a
thought to my mind. I thought
to myself, as I stared at the
wonderful rainbow of intellect,
"This is going to be the best
school year of our lives."
I declare this because it's
time to release the greatness
inside of us. As we begin the
new school year, a mind of
excellency and determination
must be in the forefront. While
some of us are new to Howard,
most of us have been at good ol'
HU for at least one year or
maybe even five. Regardless of
what our class status is, we are
all on the same mission and

need to have a remarkable
start.
How do we do this? Put
God first in our hearts.
I know, I know, it sounds
cliche, but believe what I say. It
is the only way to survive, especially here at the "Mecca,"
where all forms of intellect
meet.
God saw fit that you were
accepted to Howard, so give
Him your heart. Giving God
your heart means giving Him
your utmost. Choose His will
before your own. Choose His
love over the lust of another.
Make Hint your only desire and
He will give you the desires of
your heart.
This will be your best
school year, but make sure you
start off right. Start off hand in
hand with the man with the
plan.
It's time to get excited

about being connected to the
only person who has higher status and prosperity than
Michael Jordan. So to help you
at Howard, stay connected spiritually; it is my pleasure to
bring to the HU community
Spirit Corner.
Spirit Corner is a column
strictly for the spiritual uplifting and well being of radical
young folk on Howard's campus. Also, you can read about
pertinent issues that we face
each day of our lives. Spirit
Corner is here for the students.
Peace and Blessings.
Editor's Note: The views
expressed in the Spirit Corner
are not necessarily the views
shared by The Hill top editorial
staff.

www.theh1lltoponl1ne.com
www.thehilltoponline.com
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The Committee Queen
One yea r in residence leade rship to fill the acting going on?
Instead of establishing
and our new Pro,·ost has an d in terim positions and
decided that her bes t sol u- clean out o ld issues that search comm ittees and task
tion to every Un iversity have prevented the offices forces that seem to do nothfrom performing at thei r ing but meet, greet and eat,
issue is a com mittee.
lets
make a decision
With high expectaE_W
_____ and get on wit h busitions, A. Toy Ca ldwell- - -- --U-R--V-I_
O
ness.
Colbert was welcomed
In a quote from
with open arms to the
Pres ident Swygert soon
Howard
fami ly. After a year in residence, the Provost
after the appointm ent
Under her tenure, the
should have shown more progress in of
A. Toy Caldwellad mini stration, facu lColbert, She
now has
ty,
and
students filli11g interim and acting positi{}I/S,
the responsibil ity to
expected that this new
permanent
Provost would be able - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - appo int
admin istrators
or
to whip some things
Your Majesty A.Toy Caldwell-Colbert
peak le"el. Which office is? remo,·e the present interim
into s hape.
And if these search com- officia ls.
The President
The Student Heal th
nuttees
and
task
forces"
Cente r, Student Life and
has made that s ta tement, ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - --,
Activ ities, Residence Life werent enough, there ha\'e what has been done? We
and other University offices been additions to our inter- need to see some act ion.
were supposed to find new im/acting roster . What is
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hoods ";th noise, traffic and
other de,·aluing attributes.
What is e,·en more shocking is
that this protest doesnt come

munity who are pa1t of a gentrification
process \,;sh to
Before t he end of last
restrict
Howards
housing.
year, Howard adm inistrators
scrounged around the metroThe tons of community programs ranging from
politan area looking for
housing.
health care to educaOUR VIEW
In fact, The Hilltop
tion a re obviously
uncounted by new
published articles mentioning the acquisition
New LeDroit Park residents should
co mmunity members
of five properties that
with no history with
recognize the importance of Howard
were prospective housUniversity and its need for expansion. the Un iversity.
ing solutions. Why has
Nor can ou r new
neighbors empathize
no work on t hese build- with the need for housings began you may ask?
Yep, it appears that
ing at a Black institusome members of the LeDroit from the community members tion.
Park community are protest- we are used to seeing.
Why must Howard, the
ing any dorms in their"'
The new members of the oldest member in this comneighborhoods. Now the main co mmuni ty lh~ng in renovat· munity, struggle so hard with
contention of these communi- ed row houses along the out- the new kids on the block to
ty members comes as a sur- skirts of campus see m to ha"e build dormitor ies?
These
prise to most Howardites.
a problem "ith students who dormitories will hopefu ll y
Some community con- may decrease prope11y ,·alue. house future leaders of this
cerns are that Howard stuPutting it into perspec- commun ity and the global
dents pollute their neighbor- tive, the members of the com- community.

Lauren Bayne Anderson
Editor-in-Chief

The Alpha Political Machine
Needs to Slow Down
There is a fear that our student go,·emment is now tainted
by those who simply wish to fulfill theirfratemal obligations and
not those of the general student

these positions.
The elected members have
even appointed fraternity brothers in positions without opening
positions for general applica-

the nearly 11,000 students
(Greek and non-Greek) here at
Howard University.
TI1e year is new and \\e have
yet to judge their performance in
body.
their current capacities,
Alpha Phi Alpha
howe,·er we would
OUR VIEW
Fraternity Inc., Beta
examine this issue as it
Chapter has made their
has posed questionable
We hope that the members of Alpha
leadership on campus
results.
Phi Alpha, Beta Chapter i11 student
known .
The new crisis that
leadership positions will hold the
At a Call to Chapel, the
we are facing is the creintegrity of our student body above
HUSA President stood as a
ation of an Alpha polit member of Alpha Phi
biased practices 011 behalf of their fra- ical mad1ine.
Alpha to announce the
The Hilltop feels
teri1ity.
great number of leadership
that although there is
positions that his fraterninothing wrong with any
ty brothers hold.
tions.
Greek in student go,ernment,
HUSA
positions,
the
Shady e,-ents such as frater- there is a problem "ith the votUndergraduate Trustee, School nity members openly asking ing. and appointing simply as a
of Business President and the other members to \'Ole pa1ticular member of a Greek-letter organLaw School representath-es were ways at General Assembly meet- ization and not that of a student
all mentnioned.
ings, to members simply lea, ing representative.
As e,idenced by sketchy meetings to break quorum on
The Hilltop would like to
elections, General Assemblv the request of frat brothers, has remind the members of Alpha
meetings, and staff appoint- cast doubt on the ability of these Phi Alpha that all Howard stume11ts, there seems to be some fraternity members to remain dents are not members of their
ulterior moth-e behind why (and unbiased in their representation. organization and all would like to
maybe e,·en how) some of
The people in these posi- be equally and adequately repreHowards
Alphas came into tions are supposed to represent sented.
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Now in its 78th yea r, The Hilltop is publis hed e\'ery Tuesday and Friday
by Howard Uni"ersity students. With a readership of more than 10,000, The
Hilltop is the largest Black collegiate newspaper in the nat ion.
The op inions ex pressed on th e Editorial Page are the views of The
Hilltop Editorial Board and do not directly refl ect the opinion of Howard
Un ivers itv, its Ad minis tration , individual Policv Board members or the student bod y.
·
The opinions expressed on the Perspectives Page are those of the
authors and do not represent the views of the Hilltop Policy Board.
Th e Hilltop encou rages its readers to share th ier opinions with the
newspaper throui;h letters to The Ed ito r. All lete rs should include a complete address and
telephone number.
Please send letters to : The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 2000 1. The Hilltop can also be reached via email at
TheH illtop@Hotmail.com. The office phone number is (202)806-6866.
Th e Hilltop rese rves the right to ed it letters for space and gramatical
errors. All letters mu st be s ubmitted a week prior to publication.
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The Howard
Addiction
Going
to
Howard
University is like being in
an abusive relationship.
You stick around hoping
he'll change-and sometimes he does, but never
enough.
He puts you out on the
street with no money and
no place to live. You have
to beg and plead for him to
listen. Eventually, if you
cry hard enough, after you
are completely broken
down, he'll take you back.
He leaves you tattered
and torn; keeps you up at
nights
worried
and
deprived of sleep. You
spend time thinking of
ways to stay on his good
side and pray that he won't
find out about the money
you've been making on the
side-you know he'll take it
if he finds out.
You keep everything he
gives you- just in case.
On his bad days, you
contemplate leaving. Your
girlfriends, who don't
know him, wonder why you
stay and urge you to leave.
Those who've experienced
his love just nod-they
understand.
Sometimes he's good to
you. You love spending
Friday afternoons with
him. He's so fun and carefree. He knows so many
interesting people and they
stop by for visits when you
least expect them.
He gives the greatest
parties. He takes you
places, introduces you to
new people and opens
doors for you. His reputation precedes him so people are impressed when
you mention his name.

Sometimes he gives you
money at the beginning of
the semester. Never a lotjust enough to get yo,, by.
He makes you laugh;
teaches you new things.
You miss him when you are
away. You think of all the
good times-never the bad.
He is home.
Sometimes people call
him "fake." You'll stick up
for him to anyone-fighting to the death if you have
to. You forget all his faults,
recounting
his
long
impressive history and
track record for excellence.
You wonder how anyone
could question hi m in the
first place.
Then it happens again.
He's yelling, screaming
and beating you. He's taking all you have until you
don't have anything anymore.
But you'll stay. You
loved hi m before you even
met him-when he was just
a legend you'd heard of as
a child. You always knew
he was the one for you .
And now that you have
him, you just want to try to
make it work.
Howard is like an abusive relationship .
Eventually you leave
anyway. But you remember
the good times along with
the bad- and laugh.
You love him and you
always will.

Lauren B. Ande rson
Editor-in-Chief

Displaced
Howard

Athletes
Seek
Revenge

Clearing the Override Rumors
NOTICE FROM THE
OFFlCE OFTIIE PROVOST
A fulse rumor has circulated to
the effect that overrides will no
longer be pemutted under any circumstances. This is inoonsistent
both with good academic practice
and with the actual needs of students. As always, the Offices of the
Provost,Enrollment Management,
and the Deans of the 1espective
schools and oolleges remain mmnutted to helping students a:instruct
schedules of classes that best sen-e
the objectn-e of oompleting degree
requirements in a timely manner.
Overrides remain a device for
achieving objectives in justifiable
circum.stanees, yet some oonfusion
persists about the role that O\'errides
play in the bigger academic picture.
The O\'Crride process was originally intended to serve as a means to
make line adjustments to students'

programs in exceptional cases. The capacity of oourses in high demand
override process was JlC\'ef meant and/or adding additional sections).
to be the registration or program- Individual Deans ha\'e supplementchange option of first choice. For the ed these two \\ith others, some of
past several years, students have which in fad are traditional adviseattempted to use the process in such ment strategies, such as enoouraga way that the negative oonse- ing students to enroll in open sroquences have been widespread. tions of courses they wished to add.
Granting tbe O\'errides and entering The Deans ha\'e worked with the
the program changes into Banner chairs of departments and with
proved time oonsuming with reper- individual faculty members to
cussions that often affected stu- determine which strategy or mix of
dents' financial aid and accounts. strategies would work best
These effects \\'ellt well into each
Deans may still O\'M'ide stusemester. 1n truth, the ensuing inef- dents into classes on a case-by-case
ficiency tot.'Ched students, faculty basis-as the}' have always been entiand staff in one form or another. tled to derbut the O\fflide is the
Despite its original intent, the 0\w- exception rather than the rul~'IS it
ride prooess had heoome cumber- was always intended to be. Gn-en
the array of circumstances that
some and inefficient
Last spring the Provost nught justify granting a request for
charged Deans with developing an O\ffllde, the Provost has not
plans to rcduoe the volume of 0\-er- specified blanket categories ofjustirides, suggesting two preferred fiable situations, but has instead
options (increasing the maximum asked the Deans to make those

judgments at their discretion.
Gr.-en the remarlmble decrease
in the present volume ofrequests for
O\'errides oompared with the start of
the Fall 2001 semester, the
Provost's and Deans' initiatives in
this area must be oonsidered a suo-

cess.
As an indication of the
University's responsiveness to legitimate concerns in this area, the registtation and change of program
period, that was originally scheduled to end on Friday, August 30,
will be extended to the close ofbusiness on Tuesday, September 3, with
students able to access the system
throughout the ho1iday weekend.
The PrO\'Ost is finnly oomnlitted to
serving the needs ofstudents within
a framework of sound aeademic
and administrative practices.

Joseph A Reidy, Ph.D.
Associate PrO\'Ost

In Memoriam: KiShawnda Maria McRoyal
Life ain't fair. I always paid attention
when my mother use to tell me this, but it
never really hit home. Not until I witnessed
just hO\v unfair it can be with my O\YD eyes.

KiSha,mda Maria McRoyal died from
malariaonJune9th,2002. Shewasonly21
years old
Ifthe name sounds familiar, it probably
should You may ha\'e sat next to her one
day during lunch, had class "ith her or saw
her walking across the ynrd.
KiShawnda not only attended HO\vard,
she was a leader on campus. She may not
have had a catchy nickname on the back ofa
t-shirtorgottenanabsurdamountofmoney
from the wliversityevery two weeks, but she
definitely was a leader.
Aside from being an exceptional student, she was a resident assistant in the
Quad during the 2000 school year and oofounded the Nsaa Dance Ensemble.
Like me, Ki.Sha\Ynda was from the
south side of Chicago. I heard her name
many times and \\'e had many mutual

friends but we ne-.-er officially met until the
"Meet Your Pal" night our freshman year in
'99.
The night was not \'efY e-.-entful, and I
barely remember anything about it, but I
remember how KiSha,mda made it a point
to introduce herself to me like it happened
only a oouple hours ago.
"You don't know me?" she questioned
in her Midwest twang as her petite frame
blocked my progress. "We've seen each
other plenty of times in Chicago and you not
gonna show me any kr.-e?" she demanded. So \\'e shared a hug and our friendship
ne-.w looked back.
KiShawnda and I didn't ttlk on the
phone everyday or spend all our time
together. We weren't even best friends. But
e-.-ecy time\\'e 5a\\> each other, \\'e spent time
catching up on each others lives, talking
about classes, plans for the future, problems
we had with the oppasite sex and Chicago.
She was always open and actually listened and gave me advice, and I \'er)' rarely

express my deep feelings to people. She had
a cbarm and radiance thatjust immediately
had people hooked.
There \\'ere many people who were
closer to Ki.Shawnda than I was and knew
her for much longer, but when I received
ne-.,-s of her death, I had no choice but to
cry. 1\-elostfricnd<; and peers my age before,
but l DC\-er shed any tears O\'ef tl1eir unfortunate deaths. l actually crioo when I found
out she was dead
That love for KiSha,mda had me and
seven other friends dm-e back to Chicago for
her funeral as \\'e felt it was our obligation. I
felt obligated because l had no oommunication with her for a year. She was studying
abroad at Legon University in Ghana, Africa,
where she a;intracted malaria.
The first thought that came to my mind
was that I was a bad friend I oouldn't e-.'CD
take fu-e minutes out of a day to write or email her to see how her life was doing. My
procrastinating. a problem 1\-e had all my
life, finally caught up to me because I'd ne-.-er

be able to ttlk to my friend again.
When I rum-eel at the funeral home for
her service, I realized how w1fuir life oould
be. KiShawnda didn't desen-e to die. Her
family doesn't descmi to suffer. But like all
tl~ in life, her death taught me a number
oflessons, and I don't think it'sfuirthat I had
to learn them tlus way.
Life is sometlung to cllCrish. It may not
be fair and it may be bard 75 percent of the
time, but it's tl1e only life \\'e have. Let people
know how you feel about them while you're
here because it OOl~d be the last time you see
them.
I llC\-er e.,-pressed to KiSha,mda hO\v I
admired her strength and dm-e in large part
because she was one of my peen;. Young
adults, e;pecially males, are rarely enoouraged to express their true feelings to their
friends and peers. rm going to try to make
that change in my life in the\-eiynear future.
KiShmmdawasjustlikeyouandme: a
oollege student here to get an education,
establish her future and impact w; many

lives as possible. Her life was a sucress
because she achie-.-ed so mucll m her time
and was• and still is -kr,,xl by many people.
KiShawnda was kr,,ed by so many, that
the walls of the funeral home were literally
sweating on that blazing J une afternoon.
People spilled out the doors and packed
inside the rows like slaves on the Middle
Passage, bonded by the 10\-e of this fullen
angel. 111 still write her the letter that I O\\'C
her, but it's not fuirshe has to strain herC)es
to read it from heaven.
This editorial is dedicated to
Ki.ShawndaMcRoyalandtheMcRoyalfumily.
Brandon A. Miller is a seniorjoumalism major from O.icago, Ill. and IXl71 be
reached at beemillertime@hotmail.rom

If You Don't Like Your Job-- LEAVE IT
EDITOR'S COLUMN
If you don't like your job, leave it.
Why do students constantly battle
with disgruntled employees to muster
up professional and courteous service?
Why do so many employees seem bitter about working here? This is has
been a question in The Hilltop for
decades and it remains unanswered.
However, this perspective is one
with a real solution- a solution that
will benefit faculty, staff and students
alike. It is not some revolutionary
idea, although it may be unheard of to
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many, nor is it something that requires downward spiral, which brings me to about it for a minute. Are you happy?
a lot of work, time and commitment. my solution.
If you're not happy, arc you making
This plan would increase customer
The solution, simply stated is, 'if others unhappy? If so, why?
service, employee satisfaction and the you don't like your job, leave it.'
These questions can be asked
overall spirit on campus.
Yes. I said it. If you don't like your while neatly packing your personal
You see; there should never be a pay, your work environment, your items into a box or creating a letter of
time when a student enters a boss or you have any negative feelings resignation.
University office and feels as though that you transfer to the customer
Now, I know this may soimd harsh
they're an interruption or hassle to (a.k.a. the student) just leave. Just to some, but it's the best thing for all
employees. There should never be a pack your things up now and walk out. parties involved, Just think of it, a
time when a student has to hear an You deserve better. The students University, full of employees who want
employee's negative comments about deserve better. And the University to be there or at least full of employees
their office or any other University deserves better.
who don't breed negative vibes and
office. Further, there should never be a
Now if you find yourself up in energy.
time when someone feels stuck in a arms about this solution, just think
And while I'm on it, students have

The Hilltop

a job too. Too many times I hear students say, "I hate Howard" and
"Howard ain't sh*#." Well, you have
the same options open. Please see your
Dean for the total withdrawal procedure.
It's unfortunate that the people
who want to be here are stuck with
those who constantly complain (with
no solutions).
For all those who talk about it, be
about it.
Derek Kindle
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The Hilltop needs PAGINATORS,
Illustrators, Writers, a Metro Editor
and Photographers.
\

Join us for our weekly budget meetings on Tuesday's at 7:00 pm on the
Plaza Level of the West Towers.
Email thehilltop@hotmail.com or call
(202)806-6866 for more information.
www.thehilltoponline.com
••

GAY AND LESBIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Metropolitan Police Department
Fourth District Station
6001 Georgia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20011
202.576.6745 phone

Of National City Christian Church

Larry McCoy, Commander 4th District

and
Pastor Alvin Jackson

Jesse Porter, PSA 404 Lieutenant
Yvonne Smith, Office of Community Outreach

The Fourth District Metropolitan Police Department would like to offer
suggestions that may reduce your opportunity of becoming a victim and surviving
a robbery (for students living off campus and for campus students traveling
around the city). Note: Most of the Howard University Campus is located in the
Third Police District 20?..673.6815. For more information and for local MPD
monthly meetings, visit with us at www.mpdc.gov.

Invite You to "Catch the Spirit''
Beginning Sunday, Sept 8th
at Our New 8:00 a.m.
Gospel Service featuring
"Guys Who Love God"

Safety Tips
• Tell a roommate, friend or family member of your plans, your destination,
probable return time, and possible route.
• Never fight over material items, regardless of monetary or sentimental value.
• Shop during the day, or, at night, shop and walk in groups, criminals more often
target persons traveling alone.
• Walk on public sidewalks; avoid paths, alleys, or shortcuts.
• Have keys ready (house or car, do not wait until you need them to find
them).
• Have someone meet you when traveling to unfamiliar destinations or
when carrying packages into your home.
• If attacked. and the criminal's "only" intent is to steal your "property," do
not resist!
• Make a quick mental picture of the criminal, but do not stare. Try to get
pertinent details that would assist the police if the criminal is spotted
shortly after the crime.
• Scream ' FIRE" not 'police' or 'help'. Most people instinctively respond to
cries of fire than that of "help robbery".
• If you suspect someone in a car is following you, when you are walking,
run in the opposite direction.
• When on campus, report suspicious persons and activities to campus
police 806.1100. You could be preventing a crime. If not on campus, call
3-1-1 to make a report.

And Join Us for Our
Homecoming Picnic
Noon--4:00 p.m., Sept 8th
Rock Creek Park, Grove 13
And For Our Monthly Brunch, Bible Study
and Other Fellowship Activities

For More Info Call 202-462-5934

"An Open & Affirming Ministry"
NATIONAL CITY
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Five Thomas Circle
Mass. Ave. at 14th St., N.W.

THE NATIONAL CATIIEDRAL
OF THE

202-232-0323

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(DISCIPLES OF CHRISl)

www.natcitychristian.org

(This ad is co-sponsored by BLAGOSAH)
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The Howard University Student Association
..

Applications Available for
Fall ·Organizational Funding

Applications Due
in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by
5:00 p.m. Friday, September 13, 2002
Call the BUSA office at (202) 806-7007 for more information,
Or call Jaroo Smith at (202) 468-9157

Would you like to model for the
2002 Homecoming Fashion Show?

Model Workshop
When: September 3, 2002
Where: Frazier Hall in the Tubman Quadrangle
Time: 6:00pm - 8:00pm
Fee: FREE!
Auditions
When: First Cut -September 4, 2002
Final Cut - September 5, 2002
Where: Cramton Auditorium
Time: 6:00pm - 9:00pm
Fee: $3.00 Audition Fee (Tickets can be
purchased at the Cramton Auditorium Box Office
September 4, 2002)
August 30, 2002

The Hilltop
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Its what we' re about.
The MOTIVATION to give our fellow
students the best that we can possibly
deliver.
The MOTIVATION to continue to be the #1 ranked black
college newspaper in the country.
The MOTIVATION to do it twice a week.
_The Hilltop, Since 1924

.

FALL 2002 HUBS SCHEDULES
~

CAMPUS ROUTE

I

CAMPUS ROUTE

Howlltd UnNera1ty Bua Servlee

Howard Unlve<s<ty Bus SeMce

effKllve 08126102

Weekd•y Sch~ulo

All timH ll$tod aro dflpa.rture times
Banneker
Banneker
( Sherman
Ave)
(9th SO
7.30
7:31
AM
7 ·41
7·40
AM
7.51
AM
7:50

AM

8.00

8:01

AM

8:10

AM
AM

8 ·20
830
8 40
8 :50

8:11
8:21
8:31
6:41
8:51
901

AM
AM

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

900
9:10

920
9:30

AM

9;40
9.50

AM
AM

1000
10:10

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

10·20

11 :20
11 •30
11 ·40

AM
AM

11 50
12 00

AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

12 10
12-20
12 30
12.40
12.50

10:30
10:40
10:so
11 :00
11 :10

1 00
1: 10

1 20
1•30
1·40

1 50
200
2 ·10

2 20
2 30
240
2•50
300

Towera
7:31
7:41
7:51

8:26
8:36
8 '46

8 ·56
9 .06

9 16
926
936
946

9:$1

956

10:01
10.11
10.21
10.31
10:41
10:51
11·01

10,01
10: 11

10.06

10 18

10 21

10 26

10'. 31
10:41

10.38

10:51

10 48
10:56

11:01

11:08

11: 11

11: 11

11:18

11:21
11:31
11:41
11 51
12.01
12:11
12:21
12.31
12:41
12:51
1:01
1:11

11:21
11:31
11 41
11 :51
12:01
12: 11
12 21
12 :31
12·41
12:51

11:26

1 01

1:31
1:41
1:51
2:01
2 .11

2.51
3;01

12 26
12.36
12:48

12:56

PM

1:36

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

1:46

1 56

2'.11

2 18
228
2 ·36

2:31
2·41
2:51
3:01

2 41

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

12:06
12:1&

2:08

2 .31

PM

PM

11:56

1• 51

2 21

PM

PM

11:36
11:46

2 01

2 21

PM

1:06
1:16
1:26

1:11
1:21
1•31
1,41

1 :21

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

7:56

8:21

9 ,41

LSHSL

7;46
8:06
8;16

9 31

l~Lab

6th &
Drew Hall Howard

7:36

8:01
8 :11
8 31
841
8 .51
9 01
9 11
9 21

9 :11
9 ·21
9 31
9 41
9 .51

6th &
Howard

2;48

256

AM

306

Banneker
(Shannan
Ave)
3 :10
3-20

Banneker
(9th SIi
3 11
3 21
3:31
3:41
3:51
4:01
4:11
4:21
4•31
4•41
4.51
501
5:11
5:21
5:31
5:41
5:51
6:01
6:11
s·21
6 :31
6 :41
6 :51
7.01
7 21
7.41
8:01
8:21
8:41
9 :01
9·21

330
3 :40
350
4 ·00
4 :10
420
4 •30
4 ·40
4 :50
5 ·00
5 :10
5 :20
5:30
5:40
5•50
6.00
6·10
6:20
6·30
6:40
6:50
7:00
7'20
7·40

800
8:20
8:40
9:00
9·20
9:40
10.00
10:20
10:40
11:00
11:20
11:40
12:00

•

:
;
'
I

7:3.5

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

AM
AM
AM

9.35

9:43

AM
AM
AM

AM
AM
AM

AMIPM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

9.53
10;03

11:03
11:13
11 '2:3
11:33
11:43
11:53
12:03
12;13

1235
12~4$

12 $3

12 SS

1:03
1:13
1!23

1:05

115

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

1•25
1.35
1·4.S

1:33

1.M
2·0$
2:15
225
2•35

21)3

2.$3
3·03
3:13

3·23
3:33
3:43

3.$3
403

3$5
4:054:15
4·25

PM
PM
PM
PM

4 23
4·33

◄:3.5

11~
11 18
11.28
11:.38
11:48
11'.58
12·08
12;18

1228
12.38

PM

PM

12 48
1258

PM

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

11)8
118
1.28
, ~38

I ,a
158
2c08
2. 18

2:28
2 38
248
2 58
3:08

2.28
2.38
2.-<a
2.58
3·08
3 18
328
3 38
3-<a
3$8
4·08

3.28
338
34a
358
4:08
4:18

PM/AM

5:15

8:05
815
625
635

8:13
8:23
833

845
8 .$5

653
703

7:05
7:15
726
7.35

7.13

643

7:23
7:33
7;43
7:~

7:-4 5

7:55
8.0$
8 15
8 25
8.35
8.45
8·55
9.05
915
925
935
945
9 55
1005
10:15

10:25
1035

m
m
m

8:30

AM

10:30
11:10
11:50
12:20
12:50
1:20
1.50
2.20
2:50

AM

AM/PM

•,
J

I

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

9.10

8:50

no

PM

3 50

PM
PM
PM
PM
"PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

4:30
5:20
6:00
6:45
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
8:30

8·44
8 24
10.04
10·«
11:24
1200
12:30
1:00
1:30

2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:04

Dlvlnlly

8·50
9 30
10·10
1050
11:30
12:05
1235
1:05
1·35
2:05
2:35
3:05
3:35
4:10

◄ :44

4:50

5-34
6:14
7:04
7:40
8:10
8:40
9:10
9:40

5:40
6:20
7:10
7:45
8:15
8:45
9:15
8:45

7·08

8·28

8:48

8:48

9:08

9:08
9.28

5.26

6:56
7:06

7·26 •
746

8:06
8.26

8:46
9:06
9:46

9:28
9:48

10:06
10·26
10:46
11:06
11:26
11:46
12 06

1008
10-28
10:48
11.08
1128
11:48
12 08

9·26

7·11
7 31
7.51
6 11
8 :31
8.51
9:11
9:31
9:51
10:11
10·31
10 51
11 :11
11;31
11.51
12·11

7.28

NS

8:08

9·48
10.08
10·28
10.48
11:08
11 28
11:48
12:08

7:15
7-35
7:55
8·15

8:35
8:55
9:15
9:35
9 •55
10:15
10:35
1055
11 :15
11 .35
11 :55
12:15

10'45

2400 Sixth St

6 & F•lrmont

4:58
5:08

4·58
5.08

51)8

5:18
$:28

5:18

5.58
61)8

6:18

9 13
9 23
933
943
9·53
1003
10.13
10:23
1033

9:18
928
938
948
9 58
10.08

5:38
5.48
5:58
81)8
8:18
6:28
838
8·-<a

638
8-<a
6.58

7.08
7.18
7:28
7:38
7:411
7.58

9.08

5:18
5:28

818
628

6:28
8:38
8.48
8.58

8$8

4·58

5.28
5.38
5:-<a
558
8·08

5:38
5-<a

~

10:53
11;03

10-55
11'05
11:15
11.25

l&How•rd

8'°6

8:18
8:28
8 38
848

7.08

6$8
708

7:18

7. 18

7:28
7'38

7'28
7:38

1 :48
7:58
8:08

7.$8

7:48
8:08

8'18
828
838
8-<a
8 58
908
9 18
n8
938
9 <Ill

10:18

10·28
1038
1048

10.56

8.18
828
8 38
8 <Ill
8$8

908
9·18
9 28

958

~38
9-<a
9 58

1().08
m 18
10-28
10-38
1048
10 58
11:08

10·08
10 18
10.28
10·38
10-<a
10:58
11".08

11:13

11"()8
11:18

t u8

11:23
11:33

11:18

11 '28
11·38

11 :3.s

11 ·43

11.28
1138

11 28
11 38

11:-45

11 53
121>3

11:48
11 '58

11:43

11'48

11;$8

12c<l6
FRIDAY ONLY

12.08
FRIDAY ONLY

11:58
1208
FRIDAY ONLY
12.18
12·38
12 S8
1 18
138
1.58

11 55
1205
12 25

FRIDAY ONLY
12.13

1245

1233
12 53

1:05

1:13

1'25

I 33
I 53

1.45

12:18

12 18

1238
12 58
1:18
1,38
I 58

12:38
12 S8
118
1'.38

I S8

4:28
◄:38

4·-<a

SCHOOL OF LAW/WEST CAMPUS
SHUTTLE SERVICE
Howard Unlvers,ry 8'11 Service

Effective 08/2 6/02

Weekday Schtdule

8:35
9 15
9 55
10.35
11:15
11:55
12:25
12.55
1.25
1.55
2:25
2'55
3:25
3:55
4 :35
5:25
6:05
6:SO
7:35
8:05
8:35
8:05
9:35

708
728
7 48
8:08
8·28

6th &
Drew Hall Howard

5:36
5·46
5.56
6.06
616
6:26
6:36
6.46

8:03
8.13
8-23
8 33
8:43
853

1043

FRIDAY ONLY

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

r.,..,.

5:43
5:53
8:03

5,45
5:55

Howard University Bus Service

Effective 8/2 6/02

9:01
9.21
9:41
10.01
10.21
10A1
11.01
11:21
11:41
12:01

4 53
5'03
5:13
5·23
533

52$
535

SCHOOL OF DIVINITY/EAST CAMPUS
SHUTTLE SERVICE
AN times /istfJd bf'IIOw are departure titnu
Towtra
6th & Howard Srook'l1nd Metro

8:41

LSHSL

4. 18

4 28
4,38
44a

4:48

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

1058

2:18

505

PM

10:38
10-<a

3. 18

4'38

◄-43

10'. 18
10:28

1'38
1·411
1 S8
2·08

4:08
4:18
4:28

4:13

1008

1:18
1:28

1:28
1:38
1•,a
1.58
2.08
2.18
2:28
2:38
2-<a
2:58
3·08
3:18
328
338
3-<a
3.$8

2·23
2:33

2:SS
306
315
325
335
345

PIA

1.18

2,43

948
9·58

1238
12 .a
12 58
1·08

12 58
I 08

2:13

938

PM

PM
?M
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

928

948
9:58
10.oa
10 18

4:-45
4:M

PM

Q-18

1218
12 28

1238
12:48

1:43
1·53

2:4$

PM

12.:18

12.28

12..C3

8:38
8.-<a
858
9·08

11 38
11.48
11,$8
1208

11 58
12:00

12 23
1233

8·28

9 .38

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

8.08
8:18

10:58
11.08
11;18
11 28

11:08
11.18
1128
1138
11'48

~r1dia.n
I & Fel,mont
7:38

7·-<a
7.58

1028
10:38
10:-<a

1038
10.411
10:58

1053

1205
1215
12:25

PM

10:08
10'.-18
10'.28

10:13
1023
10::33
10·43

11:M

PM

9·38
9·-<a
9.58

9'5
10. IS
10:25
10·35
10·45
1055
U :05
11:15
11 -25
11·35
11:45

758
8:08
8:18
8:28
8.38
8-<a
858
908
9:18
9:28

9.2$

9:M

1(>05

AM
AM

I

9:13

925

7:58

7:38
7.-<a

8:38
8:48
8:58
9.08
9·18

9-03
9.23
933

24008th SL

8:28

8:53

90$
9:15

AM

AM
AM
AM

I

8.23
8:33
8:43

6 .51
7:01
7.21
7 .41
8 01
8 .21

I-lab

Howard University Bus Service

$&Howard
7:38
7~48
8·08
8.18

8:13

8:25
8.35
845
8:55

AM

I

8:03

8:15

6.41

6th &
Howard
316
3 26
336
3 :46
3.56
4 :06
4 ·16
426
4 .36
446
456
5.06
5:16

MERIDIA N SHUTTLE SERV ICE

WHkday SChtdule

7:43
7:53

N5
7:55
8:0$

4 .51
501
5:11
5.21
5:31
5:41
5:51
6:01
6 :11
621
6 ·31

9:41

Howard Unlversrty Bus Sl!<Yice

Effective 08/26/02
N t.il'n6.s hSted ere depatttJm tlme.s
"'-rld1an
Towers
AM
7:25
7:33

4.41

10.01
10 21
10.41
11 ·01
11:21
11:41
12 01

MERI DIAN SHUTTLE SERVICE

'

Towers
3:11
3:21
3:31
3:41
3:51
4 :01
4 :11
4 ·21
4 :31

Brookland Metro 6th and W I t,

8 .55
9:35
10 15
10.55
11:35
12.10
12:40
1:10
1'40
210
2.40
3:10
3:40
4:tS
4:55
5:45
6:25
7:15
7:50
8:20
8:50
9:20
9.50

WHkd1y Schedule

All time.s listed btllOw are ch,parluro times
9:05
845
1025
11 .05
11 :45
12:15
12:45
1:15
1:45
2:15
2.45
3:15
3'45
4:25
5:15
5:55
6:35
7:25
7:55
8'25
8"55
9.25
9:55

AM
AM
AM
AM

AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

..PM
PM
PM
PM

·"The 1a,t •huttle w,11 dtpart lrom the Towers to the Sdlool of 0/vlnry at 7:30 pm on FRIDAYS

Towers
7:10
8 :00
8 :50
9 :40
10:30
1 1· 20
12:10
1:00
1:50
2 :40
3 :30
4:20
5:10
6:00
6:50
7 :40
8 :30
9 :20
10·10

6th & How ard Admln. Bldg 6th & Fair m o n t
7:15
7:15
7 :15
8:05
8:05
8 :05
8:55
8:5!,
8:55
9:45
9 :45
9 :45
10:35
10:35
10:35
11 :25
11:25
1 1 :25
12:15
12:15
12:15
1:05
1:05
1:05
1:55
1:55
1:55
2 :45
2:45
2:45
3 :35
3:35
3:35
4:25
4 :25
4:25
5 :15
5 :15
5: 15
6:05
6 :05
6 :05
6:55
6 :55
6:55
7:45
7 :45
7 :45
8:35
8 :35
8 :35
9:25
9 :25
9 :25
10 :15
10:15
10:15

Law Schoo(
7:40
8:30
9:20
10:10
11 :00
1 1:50
12:40
1:30
2:20
3 :10
4 :00
4 :50
5:40
6:30
7:20
8 :10
9 :00
9 :50
10:40

· -rhe last shuttle Wlll depart from the Towers lo the Sdlool of law at 7 40 pm on FRIDAYS

t
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HIL,LTOPI·cs
All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the Monday
before publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for meetings,
seminars or
nonprofit are charged as individuals
advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or selling
are charged $5 for the first 20 words
and $1 for every
additional five words. Local companies
are cha r ged $10 for first 20 words a nd
$2 for every 5 words th ereafter.
Personal ads arc $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every additional 5
words.

.
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FALL HUBS SCHEDUL~E 2002
SLOWE/CARVER SHUTTLE SERVICE

METRO/HUH SHUTTLE SERVICE
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Bisexual lesbian and Gay
Organization of, Students at Howard
(BLAGOSAH) will have it's first
meeting of the semester on Friday,
September 6th, at 7:00 P.M. It will be
held in the Blackburn center 's Music
Listening Room. () All Are welcome
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Attention Spring Breakers Travel Free
2003 Free trips, drinks & meals Party
w/ MTV Hottest Destinations Most
Reliable wwn:.~11n~plasht211r~,l:2m
l-800-426-7710
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# 1 Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partiesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBCffiavel Channel
Better than ever!!
www.sunsplashtours.com
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Help Wanted

WEEKEND SHUTTLE SERVICE

Mary Kay Cosmetics Order s
Makeup or Skin Care Products
301-460-6295

Howard Unlverslt~ Bus Service

Effective 08126/02
AU 6mos listed below are depatture 6mes
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

Moto Photo has sever al FT/PT
positions. Must possess excellent
communication skills, some photography knowledge and enjoy
working with the public. Will
train. Apply at One hou r Moto
Photo, Union Station, 50 Mass.
Ave., N.E. or call 202-371-6445.
Ask for Vivivian

AM
AM
AM

AM
AMPM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
FM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Bcnut) in a Bag
30 1-460-6295
Working mother needs mature
student with flexible schedule and
own car to get 5 year old daughter off to school in mornings and
pick up in afternoons.
Approximately 15-25 hours/week.
Seeking year-long commitment.

'

Live in or Live out ar rangement
possible Upper NW home
Call Sandra at 202-363-1946

Metro
8:50
11:10
9:30
9:50
10:10
10:30
10:50
11:10
11:30
11:50
12:10
12:30
12:50
1:10
1:30
1:50
2:10
2:30
2:50
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
8:10
8:30
9:50
9:10
9:30
9:50
10:10
1030

HU Center &&Howard
HUH
8:55
8:52
8:52
9:15
9: 12
9:12
9:35
9:32
9:32
9:55
9:52
9:52
10:15
10: 12
10:12
10:35
10:32
10:32
10:52
10:55
10:52
11:12
11:15
11:12
11:35
11:32
11:32
11:55
11:52
11:52
12:15
12:12
12:12
12:35
12:32
12:32
12:55
12:52
12:52
1:15
1:12
1: 12
1:32
1:35
1:32
1:55
1:52
1:52
2:15
2:12
2:12
2:35
2:32
2:32
2:55
2:52
2:52
3:15
3:12
3:12
3:35
3:32
3:32
3:55
3:52
3:52
4:15
4:12
4:12
4:35
4:32
4:32
4:55
4:52
4:52
5:12
5:15
5:12
5:35
5:32
5:32
5:55
5:52
5:52
6:15
6:12
6: 12
6:35
6:32
6:32
6:52
6:55
6:52
7: 15
7:12
7:12
7:35
7:32
7:32
7:55
7:52
7:52
8:15
8:12
8:12
8:35
8:32
8:32
8:52
8:55
B:52
9:12
9:15
9:12
9:35
9:32
9:32
9:55
9:52
9:52
10: 15
10:12
10:12
10:35
10:32
10:32

Meridian
9:02
11·22
9:42
10:02
10:22
10:42
11:02
11:22
11:42
12:02
12.22
12:42
1:02
1:22
1:42
2:02
2:22
2.42
3:02
3:22
3:42
4:02
4:22
4:42
5:02
5:22
5:42
6:02
6:22
6:42
7:02
7:22
7:42
8:02
8:22
8:42
9:02
9:22 .
9:42
10:02
1022
10.42

Towers &&Howard
9:10
9:07
9.30
9:27
9:50
9:47
10:10
10:07
10:30
10:27
10:47
10:50
11:07
11:10
11:30
11:27
11.50
11:47
12:10
12:07
12:30
•12:27
12:47
12:50
1:10
1:07
1:30
1:27
1:50
1:47
2:10
2:07
2:30
2:27
2.50
2:47
3:10
3:07
3:27
3:30
3:47
3:50
4:07
4:10
4:30
4:27
4:50
4:47
5:10
5:07
5:30
5:27
5:47
5:50
6:07
6:10
6:27
6:30
6:50
6:47
7:10
7:07
7:30
7:27
7:47
7:50
8:07
8: 10
8:30
8:27
8:50
9:47
9:10
9:07
9:27
9:30
9:47
9:50
10:10
10:07
10:30
10:27
10:50
10.47

Woelcend Schedule

Slowe
9:17
9:37
9 57
10:17
10·37
10:57
11: 17
11:37
11:57
12.17
12:37
12:57
1:17
1:37
1:57
2:17
2:37
2:57
3:17
3:37
3:57
4:17
4:37
4•57
5:17
5:37
S 57
6:17
6:37
6:57
7:17
7:37
7:57
8:17
8:37
8:57
9: 17
9:37
9:57
10: 17
10:37
10·57

Carver

9: 1B
9:38
9:58
10:18
10:3B
10.58
11:18
11:39
11:58
12 .18
12:39
12'58
1:18
1:3B
1:58
2:18
2:39
2 58
3.18
3:3B
3:5B
4:18
4:38
4:58
5:18
53&
5:59
6 .16
6:39
6:58
7:18
7:38
7:58
8:18
8.3B

e:ss

9:18
9:39
9'.58
10:18
10:38
10.58

B. Annex
11:19
9:39
9:59
10.19
10:39
10:59
11:19
11:39
11:59
12'.1 9
12.39
12:59
1:19
1:39
1·59
2:19
2:39
2:59
3:19
3:39
3:59
4:19
4:39
4:59
5:19
5:39
5:59
6 :19
6:39
6:59
7:19
7:39
7:59
8:19
8:39
8:59
9:19
9:39
9:59
10:19
10:39
10:59

Drew

&&Howard

9'.22
9:42
10:02
10:22
10:42
11:02
11:22
11 :42
12:02
12:22
12.42
1:02
1:22
1:42
2.02
2-22
2:42
3:02
3:22
3:42
4:02
4:22
4:42
5:02
5:22
5:42
6:02
6:22
6 .42
7:02
7:22
7:42
8:02
8:22
8:42
9:02
9:22
9:42
10:02
10:22
10.42
11:02

9:25
9:45
10:05
10:25
10:45
,, :os
11:25
11:45
12.os
12.25
12:45
1:05
1:25
1:45
2:05
2:25
2:45
3:05
325
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
605
6·25
6:45
7:05
7:25
7:45
8:05
9:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
9:45
10:05
10:25
10·45
11:05

I:

Mary Kay Cosmetics Orders
Makeup or Skin Care Products
301-460-6295

SERVICE
WEEKEND SHUTTLE
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From The Editor-in-Chief
Staff, thanks for a great Graduation,
Orientation and Welcome Back issue.
We can ONLY get better.
• Derek Kindle & Brakkton Booker-- you
make my life easier everyday--Thanks.

Metro
PM

PM
PM .

PM/AM

10:50
11:10
11:30
11:50

HUH
10:52
11:12
11 :32
11:52

SATURDAY

AM
AM
AM

AM

AM

12:10
12:30
12:50
1:10
1:30

12:12
12:32
12:52
1: 12
1:32

Howard University Bus SeNice
Towers &&Howard
HU Cfflter &&Howard Merldlan
11:07
11:10
10:52
10:55
11:02
11:27
11:30
11:15
11:22
11:12
11:50
11:42
11:47
11:32
11:35
12:07
12: 10
11:52
11:55
12:02
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
12:30
12:22
12:27
12:12
12:15
12:47
12:50
12:32
12:35
12:42
1: 10
12:55
1:02
1:07
12:52
1:22
1:27
1:30
1:12
1:15
1:47
1:50
1:32
1:35
1:42

CaMr

B.Annex

Drew

&&Howard

11:17
11:37
11:57
12:17

11:1B
11:38
11:58
12:18

11: 19
11:39
11:59
12:19

11:22
11:42
12:02
12:22

11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25

SATURDAY
12:37
12:57
1:17
1:37
1:57

12:39

12:58
1:18
1:38

1:58

12:39
12:59
1: 19
1:39
1:59

SATURDAY
12:42
1:02
1:22
1:42
2:02

12:45
1:05
1:25
1:45
2 :05

.

• Kerry-Ann, Thelisha, Chandra, Aisha,
Elena and Allison-- Thank you for work- .'
ing so hard. Akeya-- it's me and you
Tuesday.
You are a great staff, I'm proud of all of
you. Keep up the good work!

B12

Slowe

The Hilltop

August 30, 2002

